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PREFACE
1. Purpose
This report is for the period June - August, 1969. It responds to
Article VII, par. 2, NASA Contract NSR -09-010-057, with George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., dated June 13, 1969, as it was amended by verbal
instructions in August from the Office of the Technical Coordinator, Director,
Technology Utilization Division (TUD), Office of Technolo gy Utilization, NASA.
2. Report Content
Section I describes the evolvement of the BATeam (Biomedical Applications
Teams) Program, its methodology, the objectives and manager+ gent of activities
of different elements partici pating in the Program. Readers who are familiar
with the BATeam Program may omit Section I without loss of continuity for the
balance of the report.
Section II summarizes si gnificant points resulting from a review and analysis
of BATeam data and information as well as from BSCP efforts. Insi ghts (conclusions)
deduced by BSCP from BATeam reports and BSCP activities are cited with recorrendations
designed to optimize the advantageous developments and to correct n ,2Gative trends.
Section III, Analysis of the Teams, is an addition to earlier BSCP
quarterly report content. In this section, BSCP reviews the raw, discrete
data submitted monthly by the Teams and relates this to the program objectives
and Team tasks.
Section IV describes BSCP staff Biomedical Application Team Program
management support effort for the contract tasks for the performance quarter,
June-August. The information is presented in five principle cate gories: BS.CP
viii
I 0
Cstaff effort; program design activities; program management actions; insights
and plans for the ensuing three months. This section also mentions briefly a
r
summer institute which elements of GWU and Goddard Space Fliqht Center (GSFC)
1	
conducted Jointly under sponsorship of TUD.
1
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SECTION I
THE BIOMEDICAL APPLICATION TEAM PROGRAM
A. 11JTRODUCTION
For the reader unfamiliar with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) sponsored Biomedical Applications Team (BATeam) Program, this section
describes the program's evolution and some of its unique characteristics.
1. Background - The United States National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958 charged NASA to "...provide for the widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results
there of..." To this end the NASA Technology Utilization Program seeks to
make available to prospective users outside the aerospace community its
discoveries of new scientific and technical knowledge about materials,
machinery, and human beings.
2. Aerospace Data Bank - 14ASA has assembled this information from worldwide
raerospace research and development activities and stored it in a computerized
aerospace data bank (ADB).
The ADB includes information (see Tb1.1) from research and development
supporting NASA's primary space mission, unclassified information supplied by
the Atomic Energy Commission	 (AEC),	 the Department of Defence	 (DOD), other
Ibranches of the government which produce technological information,
aerospace ;ctivities of other nations which, have information exchange
arrangements with the !, united States, and translations of foreign technical
journals sold to the public.
-2-
TABLE 1
NASA Computerized Data Bank
Per Cent
Source of Information	 Input
NASA & its Contractors	 12%
_	 Department of Defense
	 17%
Other U.S. Government
r	 Agencies
	 3%
1	 Other U.S. Sources	 32%
lTotal U.S. Sources	 64%
Free World	 19%
Soviet Bloc	 17%
Total Foreian Sources
	 36%
{	 TOTAL	 100%	 100%
Source: University of Southern California, Western Research
1	 Application Center, WESRAC Client Manual (Los Angeles, (1968)), p. 17,
C
There are currently more than half a million items abstracted in the bank
and thousands more are added each month.
The ADB has outlets in six locations in the United States. Table 2
t	 lists them and their capabilities. Users of this data bank represent a
wide spectrum of the economy. Table 3 illustrates the seqements of the U.S.
1	
public sector and foreign users of the information in the ADB.
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TABLE 3
Users of NASA Information Services
User	 Per cent
'	 14ASA	 38%
Other Government
	 12%
nIndustry 22%
Academic 21%
Foreignq 7%
1	 Total 100%
Source: ;:ational Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C., "The NASA Scientific and Technical
Information System... and How to use it.", p.5.
B. BIOMEDICAL NEEDS
i
In 1963, in its search for ways to promote new uses of space-oriented technology,
NASA explored the needs of the life sciences. It found that biomedical researchers
were handicapped, inpart, in relieving major health probleriis because pressing technical
problems remained unsolved. At the same time, devices, unique hardware, computer
programs, other data and ideas potentially useful to the researchers and medical
practitioners were often available in NASA's el:`ctro nics laboratories, optical shops,
radar laboratories, its computerized Aerospace Data Bank of technology, etc., awaiting
II	
correlation with and adaptation to other needs. No one had systematically searched for
this inforration and related it to specific life sciences requirements in the public
1	
sector. In addition academic and interdisciplinary communications barriers coupled
1	 with reliance on traditional communications media such as professional and tech;iical
journals to pu--blicize the aerospace technology were not conducive to the early
application of this information to biomedical problems.
i
11 %-
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C. THE PkOGRAM
NASA's experience in transferring technology to other segements of the public
sector had shown that barriers to effective transfer of technology could be
formidable between two diverse disciplines such as aerospace and biomedicine.
NASA concluded that a routine passive information system would have limited
success in accelerating the flow of aerospace technology to applications in
biomedical research. An active program emphasizing person-to-person communications
seemed to be the answer to overcome the barriers and lethargy inherent in the
traditional conununications media.
1. Program Hypotheses - In 1965 NASA funded, under technical coordination
of its Director, Technology Utilization Division, a novel experiment as
i
an element of the NASA scientific and technical information system. The
experiment sought to test three hypothesis: First, that biomedical
researchers are receptive to new technology and would adapt it if it were avail-
able and within their resources. Second, that the flow of aerospace technology
to applications in biomedicine could be accelerated; and, third, that a
multidisciplinary interface between the Aerospace Data Bank and biomedicine
using a systematic experimental methodo'i,gy to identify and correlate
technical needs with potentially applicable aerospace `echnology offered
an effective means for translating this singularly oriented mission
information early to a new mission area such as biomedicine.
i	 2. Program Implementation - In the fall of 1965 NASA contracted with the
non-profit Midwest Research Institute (MRI), t:ansas City, Missour i , to
organize and support a multidisciplinary Biomedical Application Team (BATeam)
i
to test the methodology and validate the hypotheses. This was followed in
1966 by contracts with two other non-profit institutes, Research Triangle
^l
-5-
Institute, NTI), Research Triangle Park, N.C., and Southwest Research
Institute, (SwkI) San Antonio, Texas, to form similiar teams. These three
teams continue in the program today.
In 1966, NASA also contracted with George Washington University for
assistance in managing and analyzing the technical aspects of the program.
This arrangement with certain modifications also continues to date.
3. Team Functions and Objectives - All three teams have identical functions:
to filter, translate, and amplify communications between the scientific and
engineering sectors and the biomedical sector. Heretofore these sectors
were relatively isolated professionally and technically in terms of the
practical application of aerospace technology to biomedicine. The primary
1	 objectives of each team are:
a. To identify significant problems and needs existing in the
medical field which appear to be "solvable" by the application of
aerospace science and technology,
b. To identify the specific aerospace technologies or concepts which
may lead to solutions of these problems, and
c. To document the successful applications (transfers)* of aerospace
related technolo gy by biomedical researchers as the result of their
use of a team's services.
D. PROGRAM METHODOLOGY
The program was implemented with six basic phases of activities as the foundation
of the methodology that the teams would use. These phases were:
. Problem Identification in discussions with the
researcher.
*"The utilization of aerospace related technology for a purpose other than that
for which originally developed." (Technical coordinator, NASA, at meeting April 7-8,
Washington, D.C. with representatives of each team)
{
V-6-
. Problem Statement preparation by the Tear y to translate the bio-
medical problem into physical sciences terminology.
. Information Search in the NASA Aerospace Data Bank (ADB).
. Evaluation of the ADB information by the Team and the researcher.
. Follow-up by the Team to verify use of the informaticii.
. Documentation by the Team of its experience in solving a problem
and the success the researcher had in adapting the ADB inforrnation
as a solution to his problem.
1. Problem Identification - To achieve the ream objectives, members of the
biomedical Applications Teams discuss with researchers and clinicians
(investigator(s)) at participating medical institutions the problems
which they believe are blocking progress in their research. In these
discussions, the team seeks to understand fully the nature of the in-
vestigator's problems and how the lack of solutions hinder the care and
treatment of patients or ongoing research.
a. Communicator/Consultant - Problem identification discussions are
coordinated and to a great extent given direction by a carefully chosen
consultant (a staff colleague of the researcher) who is recognized in his
own right for his biomedical accomplishments.ar.d may currently be func-
tioning as "knowledge source". Frequently, the Teams compensate consultants
for their time in furthering the mutual interests of medical researchers
and Teams.
b. Problem Selection - Following discussions with a biomedical
researcher, the BATeam members define the problem concisely and
screen it for acceptance. The teams cannot gratify all the requests
to solve problems referred to them by researchers.	 Each team focuses
its resources by applying them to biomedical problems whose solutions
offer the greatest returns to the public. It is also important that
-7-
the researcher has the resources and initiative to implerient the
technology placed at his disposal.	 In general, the teams accept those
problems which:
. Nave no off-the-shelf solutions available in the commercial
market.
. Are discrete and can be defined in terms specific enough to
facilitate computerized searching of stored data.
I. Impede the progress of major, main-line efforts of an individual
reseacher or organization, and,
1	 . Appear amenable to solution using aerospace related technology.
These criteria improve the probability of identifying significant
problems and matching them with innovative solutions from the NASA
information system.
I
2. Problem Statement - If the problem satisfies the acceptance criteria,
it is translated into a Problem Statement (P/S) which describes the
biomedical need in engineering and physical sciences terminology.
3. Information Search - After defining the problem and assuring that it
meets the selection criteria the team makes a manual search of its own
files for a solution. If this fails it then considers use of the NASA
computerized data bank of information.
a. Aerospace Data Bank (ADB) Search - At this point the team usually
uses the services of one or more of NASA's six Regional Dissemination
Centers (RDC's) (Table 2) to search the Aerospace Data Bank (ADB) for
relevant technology.
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b. NASA Center Search - If the RUC computerized information search
does not turn up useful leads to a solution, the Problem Statement will
likely be sent to the Technology Utilization Office (TUO) at one or more
of the twelve NASA research and development centers (Appendix A),
contractors, eod other organizations participating with NASA in the
space program. At these places the statements are routed by the local
Technology Utilization Officer (1JO) to scientists and engineers who
may be involved in areas of science or technology relevant to a
solution of the biomedical problem.
4. Evaluation - The team then analyzes information* received from information
searches, biomedical problem statement, the experience of its team members,
its consultants, staff members at NASA centers, and others to identify aerospace
related technology that may provide a solution of the researcher's
problem. Relevant information in a format understandable to the researcher, is
referred to the researcher for his review. After he evaluates the
information, he must decide if he desires to use any of it and how to
adapt the new info nnation for use in his project.
5. Follow-up - The team keeps in I.ouch with the researcher, preferably
through personal visits or telephone calls, to keep abreast of his progress
in adapting the NASA aerospace technology to the solution of his problem.
The BATeam may assist, to a limited extent, in the redesign or procurement
of potential technological solutions to the biomedical problem if these are
an outgrowth of the NASA information which the team referred to him. This
assistance often takes the form of advice; occasionally the team may
obtain instrumentation as a loan from a NASA center if its own mission has
no further need for it. On occasion the researcher may fund the Team's institute
*Information, as used in this context, may be scientific data, equipment,
computer programs, etc.
f	 -g-
to adapt, develop, and fabricate the technology.
6. Documentation - Finally, the team documents its activities in each problem
case, analy.-es its experience, and suggests to TUD ways to improve the
I	 methodology and implementation of the program.
IE. CURRENT PROGRAM
I	 The three original BATPams continue the program today. They are an important
experimental element in the overall I4ASA Technology Utilization Program. Al-
together they currently serve 22 biomedically oriented institutions. Some of
the early participants have withdrawn from the program and these have been
I	 replaced by others. In its contract period each team applies approximately
2 112 man years effort distributed across the six basic phases of activities in
this experimental program. A team has an average portfolio of twenty to thirty
I
active problems under consideration each month.
F. PROGRAM I^WIAGENENT
1. General - The Program is manaqed by the Technology Utilization Division
(TUD) NASA through several means: 1) reporting by the teams, 2) TUD letters
of direction, 3) program reviews of the teams, 4) TUD-Team conferences and
technical coordination, and, 5) services provided by the Biological Sciences
Communications Project (3SCP), the Medical Center, George Washin g ton University (Gb41J).
2. Reports - The teams submit several cate gories of reports. There is a series
(. rof monthly, quarterly, and annual reports required contractually of each
I	 team which they submit to the Technical Coordinator, TUD, and BSCP.
Quarterly and annual reports have always been required and cover contractual
performance periods. The quarterly and annual reports receive general
distribution. The monthly report was started in May, 1969 and provides TUD
Fprogram management information based on a common performance per t or all
three teams. Monthly report distribution is 1iriited to Technology
Utilization Division (TUD) and Biological Sciences Communications Project
(BSCP) .
ia. Forma l Reports Content - The monthly, quarterly, and annual reports
reflect three levels of interest. The monthly reports raw, discrete,
quantitative data about specific team activities during a calendar month.
l
The teams do not attempt to analyze this information but retain in
their files the details corroborating the data. This data is documented
and analyzed in their quarterly and annual reports.
TUD has designated both the quarterly and annual for in-depth
documentation and analyses by each team. In its quarterly, a tears
I
reviews its performance and emphasizes its interaction and that of
its institute management with its participants in the Program. The
annual concentrates an overview of the program implementation. Since
these two reports document the experience the teams have had in im-
plementing the program, they are expected to discuss both their successes
and difficulties in implementing both the operational and experimental
aspects of the Program. The analyses state conclusions and offer
4	 recommendations for improving the methodology prescribed by the program
and effectiveness of the particular team.
,I
b. Special Reports - In addition to the three formal periodic reports,
I the teams submit special reports as required. These describe unigo_.e
I	 or especially significant research, developments, or situations,
which the teams have experienced; or, they may be team responses to
Ispecial one-time analyses, data summaries, etc.,that pertain to a
single topic of interest to TUD. These special reports include such
topics as trip summaries of team attendance at professional and technical
meetings, visits to NASA centers b users, specific data analyses, etc.
Trip reports list team members in attendance, purpose of meeting, the
gist of topics discussed and significant results and observations
relevant to the program. Each team circulates its trip reports to the
others.
3. Miscellaneous Control Mechanisms - In addition to reports, TUD uses other means
•	 to control and manage the program. TUD representatives visit each of the three,
non-profit insitutes to review program activities and to participate in meetings
introducing the program to prospective participants. Each calendar quarter,
TUD holds consolidated meetings for representatives from the teams,
selected 14ASA centers, Regional Dissemination Centers (RDC's), BSCP, and
other NASA activities which interact in the program. At these meetings TUD
reviews the program, opens new program innovations to discussion and
promulgates policies and instructions to the teams
	
These meetings, especially
those held at NASA Field Centers, are designed to expand the communication
links among the elements in the program. On occasion, TUD has also asked
users and participants in the program for evaluations of the effectiveness
of the teams serving them.
4. Technical Coordination Group - BSCP GWU - The Biological Sciences Communi-
cation Projects' Biomedical Applications program was initiated in 1966 following
the organization of the last two teams. At that time NASA contracted with GWU
for managerial assistance from the Biological Sciences Communication Project
(BSC). BSCP analyzes team reports to identify effective approaches for
accomplishing the transfer of aerospace technology in the biomedical field,
significant trends in team activities and accomplishments and general
management insight into the transfer process. It develnps transfer descrip-
tions for presentation to various public uses. A part of BSCP responsibilities
1
include design of a system that will bring expertise within NASA to bear on
significant problems impeding biomedical research and health care. This
includes recommenuations to NASA of interfaces with academic, professional
and mission oriented groups that will further the prograin goal. Included
in BSCP's responsibilities is the task of planning and coordinating the
Biomedical Application Teams activities.
Much of the work of RSCP is reflected in special reports or memoranda
that review individual team reports, address specific topics of interest
to TUD or consolidate views submitted individually by the teams. For
example, BSCP collates tie information in the monthly reports, charts or
graphs it and then briefs the Director, TUD, on the team activities.
In this briefing BSCP points out the extent to which each team achieved its
goals for transfers and problem statements, the quality and validity of data
submitted by the teams, the trends in activities, and the means to improve
the data and investigate the reasons underlying successes and difficulties.
BSCP also submits special reviews of each quarterly and annual report turned
in by the teams. These reviews identify the significant trends reported
by them and suggest changes in team activities or actions which TUD should
consider to improve the program design.
G. PROGRAM USERS
The Biomedical Application Team Program deals with problems identified by its 3 teams
working with investigators in the biomedical sector, who are deeply concerned with the
alleviation of human suffering and the return of the handicapped to a meaningful
Iplace in society. Problems which researchers have referred to the Biomedical
Application Teams have varied widely in subject matter. They run the gamut of
the medical lexicon and include sucheneral cat egories as orthopedics, sur er4	 9	 P	 ^	 g y,
physiology, otorhinolaryngology, obstetrics, gynecolo gy, neurosurgery, opthamology,
etc.
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At the national level 14ASA has had an interagency agreement with the Social
Rehabilitation Services, Cept. of Health, Education, and Welfare for transfer of
aerospace technology that may Delp solve some of the problems of the four million
people of working age in the United States who have physical or mental disabilities.
This is part of a wider effort to establish similar arrangements with other
government agencies such as the Nationai Cancer Institute (NCI), National
Institute of Health (NIH), National Heart Institute (1111I), etc., which are
concerned with the life sciences aspects of the public sector.
H. PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
To participate, a medical school, university, or other type of biomedical research
institution must enter into an agreement with a BATeam designated by TUD. This
agreement generally requires the participating biomedical facility to provide the
part-time efforts of a Communicator/Consultant, as the focal point for coordination
between the team and the individual researchers in his organization.
More detailed information on this program - and how to participate in it-is
available from the Director, Technology Utilization Division, Code UT, NASA
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 20546; the Director, BSCP/GWU, Suite 700,
2000 P Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036; or, one of the following listed
teams:
Biomedical Application Team
Research Triangle Institute
P.O.  Box 12194
Research Triangle Park
North Carolina 27709
Biomedical Application Team
Midwest Research Institute
425 Volker Blvd.
Kansas City, Missouri 64110
Biomedical Application Team
Southwest Research Institute
8500 Culebra Road
San Antonio, Texas 72296
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SECTION iI
SUI-111ARY OF BATEA14 AND BSCP EFFORTS
A. PURPOSE
The Biological Sciences Communications Project (BSCP), The Medical Center, George
Washington UniversiCy submits this quarterly report for the period June-August,
1969, to satisfy the requirement of Article VII, para._(2), in contract
NASA I4SR-09-010-057, Biomedical Applications of Aerospace Technology,as it has been
amended by verbal instructions. In August, the Assistant to the Di rector, Technology
Utilization Division (TUD) for the Biomedical Application Team Program acting
on behalf of the contract Technical Coordinator, Director, TUD, asked BSCP to
combine with its June-August quarterly report of its own activities, a review of
the work reported by three NASA sponsored Biomedical Applications Teams (BATeams)
for the same period.
B. BACKGROUND
The Biomedical Application Team (BATean,; Program started in 1966 with the
organization of the first BATeam at the Midwest Research Institute (MRI),
Kansas City, Mo. Two other teams were formed shortly thereafter at the Research
Triangle Institute (RTI), Durham, N.C., and Southwest Research Institute (SwRI),
San Antonio, Texas.
The three teams and BSCP have customarily reported quarterly and annually
for individual eontractural rather than common calendar performance periods of
activities. Coincidentally rather than by design, the contractual quarterly
performance periods of one or more of the teams may cover the same period as that
of BSCP. Generally, the team reports have not, prior to this quarter of 1969,
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been sufficiently uniform in content, format, substantive information or the
analyses of the information to permit easy correlation of the data for comparisons.
C. MONTHLY REPORT
Commencing with its report in September, 1968, for the contractual quarter of
June-August for 1968, BSCP used a format and data content for its own quarterly
that sought to examine its part in the program in greater depth. Meanwhile it
had worked jointly with the team at Research Trian g le Institute (RTI), Durham, N.C.,
I	
to develop a format suitable for monthly team reporting activities.
i	 In April, 1969, the Director, Technology Utilization Division, (TUD),P	 9
requested each team to submit monthly reports listing raw, discrete data that
reflected the team effort in each calendar month. This report was due in the
Ioffice of TUD on or before the fifth calendar day of the month following the cne
a
for which the report was written. The type of information the teams were to report
is listed in Appendix Q.
In August, 1969, TUD requested QSCP to include in its own quarterly report
a collation of the data submitted by the three teams for ul une-August, and to
analyze it to the extent practicable.
D. TEAM PERFORMANCE
1. Criteria for Team Performance -
a. The basic criteria which the activities reported by the teams have
to satisfy are the goals, 1) of five transfers, and 2) three problem
I
statements (P/S) (formerly problem abstracts) in circulation at NASA
I
Field Centers by each team each month. These were goals established
by the Director, TUD, in his letter of May 8, 1969, to each of the
three team directors. This established definitive objectives against
which performance of the teams could be evaluated.
I
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b. A secondary c^iterion was to report data enumeratinq specific events
and activities in which the team engaged during the month to fulfill their
	
I	 work statement objectives and tasks.
2. Conclusions Regarding Teams Pe rformance -
a. None of the three teams accomplished five transfers either singly or
collectively in June, July, or August; and, no team has yet offered
an explanation for not achieving its goals.
b. Only S%gRI managed at least three problem statements in circulation
in an single month. In July, four SwRI P/S's were disseminated by	 g	 y	 y
the Director, TUD, to selected NASA centers. In July, SwRI's team also
had TUD approval to distribute eight P/S's direct to the Technology
	
I	 Utilization Offices (TUO) at the NASA centers.
c. For the first time in the program a reporting period, the calendar
month is common to all three teams. This can be a basis for refining
	
i	 and formalizing reporting so the program effort may be documented and
analyzed at a depth not previously attainable.
d. Correlation by BSCP of the monthly reports with the in-depth
analyses expected from the teams in their quarterly and annual reports
	
_i	 should be easier. This will also tend to improve the usefulness to TUD
of all the data submitted by the teams.
e. The data leaves unanswered such questions as:
I
. Now does the cyclic rate of the interests and work of biomedical
I
users vary for differently oriented missions such as research
and rehabilitation, academic/biomedical research, clinical/academic/
research, etc., and how do these cycles affect the interaction
of biomedical researchers with the teams? Is there an impact
on the ability of each team to achieve its goals?
. What relationship is there between th •^ effectiveness of a team
which has full-time compared to part-time professional staffs?
. What is the scope of activity which a professional staff team
member may reasonably be expected to perform? flow many problem
t
-	 originators can he work with optimally? What are the number of
1
problems, number of investigators, number of contacts, number
C
and type of professional meetings lie should attend, etc., that
are optimal to his work load?
1
What characterizes a good corununicator/consultant in the biomedical
Iprogram compared to one in other sciences?
. What is a realistic transfer goal for each team? Problem
statement goals? Monthly? Average?
i
. With how many user institutions should a team interact for
Ioptimum program exploitation?
. What does the pattern of problem generation in a user's
facility show the team in terms of when it should seek
elsewhere for new users and problems?
IWhat independent and potentially controllable parameters charac-
terize the interface between a team and a NASA center, an RUC,
etc., for obtaining easible solutions to biomedical problems?9	 P
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I
What are the characteristics of a problem that is amenable to
solution using aerospace related technology?
How and to what degree have the teams refined, documented,
`	 and applied the BATeam methodology so that it optimizes the
match between problems of the biomedical researcher and
potential solutions in the NASA aerospace data bank (ADB)?
. Why aren't computer searches through the Regional Dissemination
Centers as effective as anticipated v y TUD and how may they
be improved?
3. Recommendations -
ia. It is recommended that a contractual quarterly report be substituted
for each third team monthly report and that the teams be required to
analyze in depth the three months data. BSCP would then combine the
I
three quarterlies into a summary of team data and information which it
would analyze.
b. It is recommended that firm detailed formats be developed for
BATeam monthly reports.
-
1	
c. It is recommended that TUD and BSCP/GWU define a set of Problem
Acceptance Criteria based on the program's history and on new program
goals as they have evolved over the last year. Such criteria should
be discussed in depth with the teams to attain their acceptance and
cognition.
d. It is recommended that TUD, BSCPIGIvIU, and the team directors under-
take to define a set of mutually acceptable Problem Transfer Criteria
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to continue to improve team effort concentration, valid evaluation
of team efforts, and goal-directed program results.
e. It is recommended that TUD initiate studies of team interfaces with
I
user institutes, problem originators, RDC's and NASA Field Centers in
order to evaluate these critical areas to develop guidance which will
optimize team effort.
I E. BSCP/GWU EFFORT
1
	 1. Criteria - The statement of work requires the BSCP technical coordination
	
fl
group to:
a. Identify effective approaches for accelerating the flow of
aerospace related technology to applications in the biomedical
sector.
b. Identify significant trends in team activities and their
I accomplishments.
1	 0c. Gain insights into the management of the work of the teams.
1	 2. Conclusions -
a. Diversion of three man-months effort to other objectives plus
loss of professional effort through resignation of the group leader
and administrative support of the summer institute diminished the BSCP
analytic effort during this quarter. Objectives in the criteria
pertinent to its tasks have been met at a minimal level.
b. Analysis of team data has been accomplished to the extent that data
accuracy and completeness permit.
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I
c. A large number of key questions remain unanswered concernin g the
optimal structure of the program and the functions of the teams.
d. Summer Institute (Reported separately)
I 3. Recommendations -
Ia. It is recommended that aSCP representatives periodically visit teams
at their institutes to discuss informally with teams their accomplish-
ments, difficulties, suggestions and reporting; and, on occasion,
1
	 accompany tears on visits to their users' facilities.
i	 b. It is recommended that DSCP develop means of analyzing team interactions
with NASA centers, ADCs, etc. to continuously upgrade the teams'
Ifunctional capability.
c. It is recommended that BSCP continue to attend pertinent professional
technical meetings to gather inputs relevant to the program.
d. It is recommended that aSCP develop its interactions with other
government agencies in conjunction with TUD guidance to gain insights
into ways to improve program transfer of technology to the public sector.
e. It is recommended that aSCP assess the objectives of the program
and the capability of the program element relationships to fulfill
the objectives in order to recommend revisions (if required) of
structural and organizational relationships and suitable objectives
for the future.
I	 f. Summer Institute (Reported separately)
__	 _^
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SECTION III
ANALYSIS OF TEA14S
A. PURPOSE
In this section is collated and analyzed the data submitted by the three teams to TUD
for June, July, and August, 1969. This is the first report combining team and
BSCP activities that is based on a common 3 months performance period, for the
teams and BSCP/GVjU.L
B. BACKGROUND
1. Prior Reporting - Although the teams have, by contract, been submitting
I	 quarterly and annual reports, these have not, as a rule, covered the same
calendar periods because effective contract dates for each team were
staggered. The information in quarterly reports generally reports
team activities post-action by as much as four months, making it
difficult for TUD to react with management guidance to the teams as
rapidly as desired. As a management tool, the quarterly and annual reports
currently submitted by the teams are not practical for real-time direction
of the teams.
2. 1- 1 onthly Report - At a meeting with team representatives April 7-8, 1969,
in Washington, D.C., at NASA headquarters, the Technical Coordinator,
the Director, TUD, instructed each team to submit monthly reports to him
by the fifth calendar day of each month. These reports were to list con-
cise, discrete data describing teams activities for the preceding month.
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The monthly reports were to commence in Flay, 1969, with a report on team activities
in Apri I.
Misunderstandings by two teams, HRI and SwRI, about the content of
and the date for the first report delayed the first reasonably complete
set of reports from all three teams until their submissions in August,
reporting their work in July.
	 This review, then is necessarily brief
because the base of information isn't complete and accurate enough to permit
the correlations which would be possible with a complete uniform flow of
data.
3. Content of Team Monthly Reports - At the meeting April 7-8, the Technical
Coordinator instructed each team to report each month on the follo^^ring
listed parameters. These: are extracted from Appendix B and listed here for
convenience of the reader:
a. New problems accepted.
b. Problems rejected.
c. Problem abstracts (statements) prepared.
d. Computer searches initiated.
e. Visits to user institutions.
f. Contacts with NASA field centers.
g. Transfers accomplished.
h. Brief summaries of problems rejected--reasons for rejection.
i. Problem abstract (statement) writeups.
j. Transfer virite-ups.
k. Computer search evaluation reports completed.
1. Other activities--to include "near" or "potential" transfers
and efforts to achieve self-supporting status.
.^ i
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m. In addition each team was to supply the following inforriation
to TUD only:
. Cost/manpower data: Project Cost Surniary - NASA Fonn 533 b.
Team effort breakout.
Summary of management level communications with user institutions,
problems encountered with users, and other observations for
in-house distribution only.
I
4. Limitation on Monthly R.
	 - Currently the monthly reports do not
explain why the teams did not achieve their goals or analyze the process
(methodology) and the ramifications of their interactions with the various
elements, e.g., users, NASA centers, TUD, BSLP, etc., that are in the proo ram.
I TUD has reserved team quarterly and annual reports for in-depth reviews of
this nature.
+	 5.	 Briefing
I
for TUD - At the same time that the Technical Coordinator	 #
required the monthly reports from the teams he asked BSCP to correlate the
data in the them, to compare their accomplishments and activities and then,
shortly after the fifth of each month, to brief him and his staff. This
briefing addresses five principal topics:
I	 a. Purpose - which delineates the period of reportinq discussed,
the timeliness of receipt of the re ports from the teams, the general
qual 4 ty of the information in the reports and the completeness of the
infor^ laR it o.
b. G2n.ra' information - %ghich lists the special topics which the
Technical Coordinator or his staff have asked that the briefing
address. Typical of these topics are the following:
. Sources of funding supporting adaptations of technology by
.
the researcher.
i	 _z4_
Reports by the teams to users giving to the latter the status
of the problems they have refe:,red to the teams.
L
. Responses the teams lime received to problem statements which
they have circulated to NASA centers.
. User evaluations of their interaction with the team.
. Special reports submitted by a team about its vievrs on a
particular aspect in the program.
c. Data Collation - presents the discrete data submitted by each tear
for the following listed topic headings.
. Problems - Accepted/Rejected
Statements - Circulation/Draft
I Searches (ADCs) - Evaluated/Initiated
. Contacts - Users/NASA centers
. Transfer.. - Actual/Potential
1	
4F	 . Effort - Professional/Support
Each of the items above is supported with a chart that lists the specific
items contributing to the datum and another chart which plots the data
Ifrom preceding reports to show the trend.
d. Other Activities - the fourth topic addresses team activities to
promote and exploit the program and enhance their interteam relation-
[	 ships. These topics include but are not limited to:
. Team coordination and communications on items of mutual interest
such as problems expressing the same general needs, or solutions
I	 noted that ma y apply to another team's problems.J PP Y	 P
r	 -2h-
. Management interaction of parent institute staff of teams with
I	
the users to increase and maintain the interest of the latter
f in the program.
. Prog ram visibility efforts by team members to bring the program
to the attention of professional and civic or industrial groups.
. Miscellaneous topics of a one time nature mentioned by the
teams in their reports or in correspondence discussing
I	 specific insights or problems.
I
e. Summary_ - the fifth and last topic presents the overall conclusions
which USCP reached in its review of the three reports and the measures
it recommends to capitalize on the good features and correct deficiencies.
C. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING TEAM REPORTS
1. Sources - At the present time the criteria for evaluating the activities
of the teams and the data in their monthly reports stems from five sources:
a. Statement of work in each team's contract.
I	 b. Letters of technical direction which may be issued by the Technical
I	 Coordinator, Director, TUD, NASA.
I
c. Special letters from the office of the Director, TUD.
d. Verbal instructions of the Director, TUD, or his staff in meetings
with BSCP in unilateral meetings with team representatives during9	 P	 9
I	
visits to NASA, etc.
e. Professional standards implied in the formal training and experience
I
of the members of the teams and their institute staffs.
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2. Specific Slurce Criteria -
a. Statements of work - The statements of work for each team are
basically the same. From the typical work statement for the teams
the following listed criteria appear , applicable to the monthly
activities of each team. The team should:
1) Be multidisciplinary.
I
2) have access to parent institute staff expertise which
I	 the team may need from time to time to augment the capabilities   Y	 9
of its regular team members.
3) Define the objectives, needs, and problems of the biomedical
researcher (Problems - Accepted/Rejected).
I	 4 Prepare abstracts statements of the specific needs andsP	 (statement )	 P
problems of biomedical researchers in terms which are meaningful
to both engineers and physical scientists (Statements - Circulation/
Draft)
I5) Identify items and areas of aerospace technology which have
potential application in the solution or partial solution of the
- t_	 medical problems so defined. This idL;;tification process includes
but is not necessarily limited to the following:
. Searching of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
information resource, the Aerospace Medicine and Biology
bibliography, and the open literature (Searches - Initiated/
Evaluated).
L
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. Utilizng the services of a Regional Dissemination Center
operation (Searches - Initiated).
Consultating with (NASA technical staff through installation
Technology Utilization Offices (Contacts - NASA Centers).
1	
G.	 Evaluate potential solutions. 	 This includes:
I
Evaluating the items of technology identified (Searches -
Evaluated).
. Encouraging laboratory and clinical evaluations
(Searches and relevant technology evaluated by investigator.)
1
	 . Encouraging necessary adaptation of identified items
(transfers).
I_
. Documentating and disseminating information describing transfers.
I	 7) Maintainood working relationships and communications with9	 P
appropriate personnel at medical schools.
	
(Contacts - Users).
8) Use Consultant/Communicators where acceptable and practicable
(Contacts - Users) .
9) Maintain relationships with otter NASA field and headquarters
I	 installations arranged through TUD (Contacts - PASA).
10) Develop self-support (Other Activities).
b. Letters of Technical Direction - No letters	 specifically	 identified
I as letters of technical direction have been	 issued within	 theP eriods
I
_f the current contracts with each of tho teams .
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c. Special Letters of Instruction - A special letter, dated flay 6, 1969,
from the Director, TUD, to each of the three team directors established
goals of five transfers and three problem statements each month per
team. (Statements are assumed to be those approved by TUD for distribution
to NASA centers.)
d. Informal Instructions - In his decisions at the BSCP monthly
briefing, October 10, 1969, discussing /'august reports, the Director,
TUD, de-emphasized the goal of self-support for the teams.
e. Professional Expertise - This -is an implied criterion. The professional
training and expertise which each team member brines to the team as
the result of his fonrial training tacitly implies that the information
in the documentation, i.e., the reports, will be factual, complete,
concise and well-organized.
D. DATA REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
1. Purpose - This review and analysis parallels the outline of the five
pr i nciple topics contained in BSCP's individual monthly briefings for the
Director, TUD, i.e., 1) purpose: 2) general information; 3) data collation;
4) other activities; 5) summary.
The purpose of thi's review and analysis is to collate and evaluate to the
extent practicable the data which the three teams submitted in their
monthly reports for June, July, and August, 1969. The review w i ll emphasize
the relationship of the teams' activities to the goals of five transfers
and three problem statements (P/S) in circulation which each team was to
achieve. Of particular interest are insights into the methodology which
the trams followed in implementing the program and their progress towards
achieving their objectives to:
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TABLE 4
TEAM MONTHLY REPORT SUBMISSIONS TO BSCP, 1969*
Institute Institute
Approval Letter Date I3SCP Time/ Effort
.^
Date Post Mark Received Data :included
MR I
For APRIL No Report -- --
MAY No Report -- -- ---
JUNE 7/9 8/14 ? NO
JULY 8/11 8/12 ?
AUG 9/5 8/9(?) ?
RTI**^
For APRIL No Approval 5/2 5/5 YES
MAY dates indicated 6/3
JUNE 7/3 7/5
6/4^
JULY 7/31 8/3
AUG 8/31 9/5
SwRI
For APRIL 4/30 ? ? NO
MAY 6/5 ? ?
JUNE 7/3 ? 7/6
JULY 8/4 8/6 8/8 (^
AUG 9/4 9/4 9/8 l^
11
Notes: * Commenced'Officially May,	 1969
** RTI reported
?	 Information
voluntarily using
not noted at BSCP
format variations n
11
U
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a. Refine, document and apply a methodology that optimizes the match
between biomedical researchers' problems and the NASA computerized
aerospace data bank (ADB).
b. Achieve the five transfers and three P/S each month.
2. General Information -
a. Timeliness of reports submissions. Table 4 indicates that only
one team, RTI, consistently met the due date for the reports in the
office of TUD, NASA and in aSCP. At the April	 7-8 meeting MRI and SwRI
representatives may have misconstrued the instructions to mean
"submitted" by the fifth calendar day rather than due in. This
1	
requirement has been clarified by TUD and aSCP in telephone discussions
with representatives of MRI and SwRI.
1
b. Completeness of information - The reports varied considerably in
I the uniformity of content. Often bare numbers were given without any
clarification such as the acronyms of the transfers, P/Ss, searches,
I
centers, etc. pertinent to the number. This information could have
I
been inserted easily using coded informatioil currently used to identify
problems, centers, RDCs, etc. It was often impossible to determine
if the problem statements, transfers, etc.., included in the report
were those to which the bare number referred or if the problems were
I from earlier work. In one instance a team reported eight and nine
potential transfers respectively for two successive months. A check
of other documents plus a recent quarterly report from the team led
(	 to the conclusion that eight of those reported the second month were
carry-overs from the previous month. The same team which made this
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error also reported 11 potential transfers for the June-August period
when it submitted its quarterly report. This example is cited merely
to indicate the type of errors or omissions which are in the reports.
I	 3. Data Collation for June-August, 1969 - For the three months under
consideration in this review, the data have been collated in Appendix C.
IIn addition each line item is summarized with the discussion of the data.
Ia. Transfers - ( Item A, Appendix C) This item refers to the number
and types of transfers which each team accomplished towards its goal
r
of 15 for the three months. Table 5 below shows the number of transfers
I
each team claimed it accomplished.
TABLE 5
TRANSFERS ACTUAL - DATA
MRI	 RTI	 SwRI	 TOTAL
J une	 0	 1	 0	 1
July	 0	 2	 0	 2
August	 0	 1	 0	 1
0	 4	 0	 4
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1) Actual Transfers - None of the teams reached its objective.
Two of the teams, HRI and SwRI, did not report a single transfer.
RTI made four transfers according to its interpretation of TUD
transfer criteria. The disparity between the goals and respective
achievements is highlighted when the cumulative goal of 15 for
3 months for each team is compared with its actual accomplishment.
No explanation of the failure to meet this objective has been given
in the monthly reports or any of the subsequent quarterly
reports which have been received. All three teams have disregarded
any explanation of the reasons for failing to make the goal.
Table 6 lists the four transfers which RTI reported. The
chart also indicates the medical subject to which the transfer
applied and the type of technical solution that made the transfer
possible. Three solutions involved instrumentation and the fourth
required a biocompatible material.
Of the four RTI transfers, two (UidC-3E and DU-56) do not appear to
meet fully the criteria cited by TUD, i.e., "The utilization of
aerospace related technology for a purpose other than that for
which originally developed.: (April 7-8, 1969 meeting, i1dgtrs,
NASA). This definition was explained further in "Criteria
Applicable to Biomedical Technology Transfers" which accompanied
the summary of the results of the April 7-8 meeting (See Appendix D).
This definition and clarification by TUD reflects a tighter
constraint than the work statement which appears in each teams'
contract: "Identify items and areas of aerospace technology which
have potential application in the solution or partial solution of
the medical problem so defined...
-32-
The solution to UNC-38 is a translation of an existing electro-
myography ([MG) desi g n to a similar application at a different
location; all that was needed was a fabrication capability which
RTI provided. DU-56 provided material for a prosthetic device
but its application had riot been evaluated at the time of the report.
Thus RTI's output for three months towards a goal of 15 transfers
is reduced to two or 13% of its objective. RTI used 43 pro-
fessional hours for the two acceptable transfers compared to 59
i hours expended on the one dubious transfer and one potential. It
required 6 1/4 months to complete the two acceptable transfers
I	 compared to 20 months expended on the two questionable ones.
The aggregate goal of 45 transfers for all three teams was
not achieves. An explanation of this major deficiency by all
three teams would require an in-de p th analysis such as that TUU has
reserved for team quarterly and annual reports. However, a
review of recent quarte rli es recei ved from each team disclos ed
no discussions analyzing the reasons underlying this shortcoming.
Some of the past reports from the teams have hinted that the
teams encounter difficulties at various times of the year in
contacting the researchers. Summer months may be difficult
because the academic year has ended and researchers are favoring
personal matters such as vacations, their movement to new
,assi nments cleaning u ,-cademic matters, etc. However the9	 9 P
i	 evidence to support the correlation of these factors with the
poor success in achieving the goals during June-August is non-
existent in the team reports. Nor have the teams voiced
objection, formally or informally, to the current monthly goal. They
-33-
have not delineated the obstacles which have kept transfers
from being achieved nor have they suggested alternative objectives or
indicated the need for assistance from their institutes or the
sponsor. The supporting data included in items b through f,
/Appendix C imply some of the factors which the teams should examine
closely for clues to the parameters which favor the achievement of
their transfer and problem statement goals.
I
Inability  to meet the goals may steri from a cause more basic
than air evaluation of the items on the chart would indicate. This
is the lack of cohesiveness between the goals, in the letter, May 1969,
the April 7-8, 1969 definition of a transfer (Appendix D) and the
r	
criteria for problem acceptance that are indicated in the team
statements of work, Articles I and II, plus the instructions in
*	 the Letter of Technical Direction (LTD), Jan. 15, 1968 which the
Director, TUD, (at that time) sent to each team. The articles
and the LTD (which has not been rescinded) emphasize 'potential
or partial' solutions and cost/benefit ratios rattier than quantity
(May 6, 1969 TUD letter). When the criteria were revised by the
letter of May 6, after the April 7-8 meeting, the program structure
was not evaluated at the same time to ascertain if it would
I optimize the abilities of the teams to reach the new goals.
Since the program was implemented in 1966, and until flay 1969, the
three teams have been appl,ina the same methodolo gy for the same
qualitative goals or objectives, using the same priorities (their own)
for medical areas to exploit and users to participate in the program,
and developing the same areas (their choice) of team interests and
technical Expertise.
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2) Transfers-Potential - The number of potential transfers
which a team has in the offing for conversion to actual transfers
provides an indication of potentially positive results on which the
team may capitalize. For the months June-August these are indicated
in Table 7 and described in Table 8.
TABLE 7
TRANSFERS-POTENTIAL DATA
` MRI RTI SwRI	 TOTAL
`	 June 0 0 0	 0
July 8 0 1	 9
August 1 1 0	 2
Total 9 1 1	 11
Iii the three months of June-August the three teams reported
11 potential transfers. Nine of them or 82'/0' were due to the effort of
one team, MRI. However there is a discrepancy in th,s datum
because MRI reported 11 potential transfers in its contractual
I	
quarterly which coincidently covered the same three-month period that
I	 this report !Toes. The discrepancy is not explained by MRI in
either- its monthly or quarterly reports.
The information about two of the potential transfers, H U-28
i	 from MRI and WSI1-6P from Sw RI, listed in Table 8 is inadequate to
l	 assess their adherence to the NASA criteria. Also, KU-31 is not
a new use of the spray-on electrode gun but rather a reapplication
of its ori4inal transfer use. Thus it does not satisfy the
RASA criteria.
Six of the potential transfers had computer searches identified
f7	 '4:
I	 -35-
to support them but five of these searches were made by 11RI usina
r	 ASTRA, a Regional Dissemination Center (RUC) which NASA sponsored
prior to February 28, 1968. ASTRA has not been sponsored by NASA
since then so ASTRA tapes are not current because 1 12I does not
I
receive up-dated tapes from the NASA Scientific and Technical
Facility (ST IF), College Park, Md.
One of the potential transfers, MU-28, is a candidate for
solution with a computer program. HU-35 will require a computer
equipment system. Another, KU-31, may use commercially available
equipment (CAE) and WSH-6P is NASA center equipment for the
researcher who posed the problem. Ten of the solutions will
r	
provide instrur,entation of some sert. In its quarterly, MRI
1	 noted that 6 of its potential transfers (see *, Table 8)
resulted from solutions retrieved through manual searching (H.S.)
of its own files. MRI says this iropl i es that as the team gains
Iexperience, its own files provide a higher search potential than
the RUCs.
The listing of the Potential Transfers, Table 8, lists LJW-2
ar•d IRil-22 for instrumentation to check eye moverients. The problem
statements indicate strong similarity in the techniques sought
by both researchers. However, team reports of communications
between the two teams, MRI and RTI, do not indicate that the
possibility of duplication of effort has yet been noted.
O
b. Problem Statements - Item B, Appendix C
1) Probl em Statements Circul ated - The second goal of each team
was 3 problem statements (P/S) put into circulation to NASA centers
1
f
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each month, or a total of 9 by each team for the reporting period.
The purpose of problem statements circulated to NASA centers
is to tap the expertise represented by 13-14,000 scientists and
engineers who work in them. Occasionally problems presented by
researchers to the teams defy the teams' efferts to retrieve relevant
technology from the computerized information bank which the RUC's
search. These problems are circulated in the form of a P/S to
selected field centers to solicit suggestions for solutions.
TABLE 9
PROBLEM STATEMENTS CIRCULATED
Month	 MR RTI
	
SwRI TOTAL
June	 0 0	 0 0
July	 0(1)* 0(*I)*	 8(4)* 8(6)
August	 0 0	 0 0
Total	 0(1)=1 0(1)=1	 8(4)=12 8(6)=14
Dote:	 plumbers	 in	 (	 ) are the problem statements sent to the
centers by the Director, TUD,	 in	 his letter of July	 7,	 1969,
but not reported by the teams.
Table 9 indicates that the teams reported only 8 statements
which	 they circulated. These were all the product of one team,
SwRI.	 As mentioned in the note above, there were actually six
others circulated by the Director,	 TUD. These six were developed
for problems accepted by the teams prior to initiation of monthly
reporting	 in May,	 1969. Of the six,	 one (DU-46) was originated by
RTI,	 and another	 (MU-22) was prepared by MRI.	 The other 4 were
statements prepared by SwRI.
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TABLE 10
LIST OF PROBLEM STATEMENTS CIRCULATED 	
11
by	 _J
VRI, IITI, and SwHI	 n
Wring the Period
June, July, August, 1969
No Date
Codo TitIc Search Accepted
DU-46 Electrode Vaterials for Paccinahers X 3/69
GLI:-111. I:i.dney I•Iass I•'easurement X 8/67
GLI•;-].5 Respiration Voluric and Iiate Yeasurements X 8/67
for }mourned Children
GLI•:-19 I easuremcnt of the Velocity of I•:yocardial. x 3/69
Contraction by 31on-Invasive I'cans
IM-22 Iieart Pump Speed Reducer 	 1/69 ASTRA 1103 2/69
Il^Numerical Yethods for Solution to Wave X C.)
F.quati.ons in Layered Vedia of Arbitrary
Cross ,Section
GLY-;-3 ( July)	 Determination of Local X 3/67
Blood I1ow
GL21,-9 (Jul	 ) I'ea:uron.ont of Local Tissue x 5/67
OL Consumption in vivo
GLI;-16 ( July) In-Sit,u Tumor Mass Determination X 9/67
on 13 gat Leg
GL1.-20 (Jul,:,)  Cortinuous Destruction of X 4/69
Lymphocyte-, under Sterile Conditions
SRS -8B (July) Not Recorded
1?NV-111. (July)	 I!ateri.als for Prevention x 9/68
of . D%;, cubitus Ulcers
^1SII-1 (July) Ultra-sonic L^ergy Coupling Techniques X 4/60
IIUV-17 (July) Automatic Remote IIuman I:ovement X 10/68
Analysis
Motes: ::-Included in letter 7 July 1969 from Director . TUD, to Ames Research
L'Center:	 i•Tr. George Edwards Electronics Research Center: Mr. Pred
Hills Goddard Space Flight Center:
	 Mr. Ken Jacobs r-libiit Research
r	 ,
Center: Mr. Clint Johnson LanLloy :7o-search Center: Yr. John ::,-Mos Lew!;;
Rouoarch Center: ;^'r. Paul Poster Earshall Space Flight Center:
l",r. James 'tirrJns ?armed Spacecraft Center: l'r. John ► •fheeler ;:1.SA
	 'J
Panadena Offico (.TPL) : Er. John Drano Space Nuclear Propulsion Office:
l-:r. Sam Silt; der
Montioned in monthly reports by teams
u
r^j
r
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The fourteen statements circulated are listed in Table 10.
SwRI contributed 12, or 86 04)' of them. The other two teams submitted
only one or 7% of the aggregate team output for circulation. The
aggregate via: short 13, or roughly 50 p , of the total goal for
the three teams for the three month period under consideration.
The twelve SWRI statements which were circulated exceeded
its quota for the three-month period; however, the production
was erratic. In June, four were circulated; none were circulated
in July, and eight were circulated in /August.
During the same period of three months, MRI 's team effort
indicates no professional effort spent on problem statements, RTI
indicates 42 Fours, and SwRI indicates about five hours. The
reasons for inconsistency between the time each team spent on this
important facet of the methodology are not apparent in monthly
data or from discussion in recent q u ,^ rterly and final reports
received from the teams. Since there is a-onthly quota set for
each team, it would seem reasonable that some time, possibly a
large block cf it, would on the average be applied regularly
by each team to meet this goal. This poor correiation between
goals and effort opens the questions of (1) the soundness of internal
management practice in all three teams, and, (2) in the case of
RTI what did the 42 hours produce.
The Technical Coordinator has frequently reiterated the need
for well-developed problem statements as part of the methodology.
Team appreciation for this is nbt reflected in the numbers of
statements produced by MRI and RTI or by the amount of time
devoted to the statements by MRI and SwRI in filling their quotas.
-38-
2) Problem Statements Drafted - Table 11 below indicates the number of
Problem Statements (F/S) which each teams reported that it had
l drafted and has in its inventory for searches throuryh an RUC. Iii
some instances these way be sent to NASA centers (subject to
approval by TUU) if a solution is not forthcoming from the RUC
f
data bank.
TABLE 11
PROBLEH STATEMENTS DRAFTED
M RI RTI SwRI TOTAL
June	 2 6 3 11
July	 5 10 2 17
August
	 g 5 0 13
15 21 5 41
The information which the teams submitted with their
monthly reports unfortunately did not correlate the 41 "problem
statements drafted" with the specific problems to which the statements
pertained. Some of the 41 are probably the 28 new problems accepted
during June-August, 1969, and others are problems recorded prior
to Pay, 1969.
3) Field Center Responsesnses to Problem Statements -NASA has had
under consideration authorizing the teams to distribute problem
statements direct to the centers provided information copies
were sent simultaneously to TUD and BSCP. however, this
decision has been delayed because the quality of the technical
details and the substance of information characteristic of
I .	 1
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many problem statements reviewed to date have left much to
be desired. The remarks of scientists and engineers who have
suggested problem solutions have indicated improvements which
would have helped them in understanding the biomedical problems
which were posed. Their continents suggest that the statements
could be improved if the following were observed:
a) provide better physical and engineering technical details
about the specific body organ or system to which the problem
applies.
b) Provide better graphic portrayal of problem.
c) Improve the language of the problem statement: the statements
are not totally comprehensible to the engineer or physical
scientist unless fie has done considerable in-depth reading.
d) Provide suitable references to which the reader can refer
to get an understanding of the biomedical functions involved.
e) Include in the background information descriptions of the
techniques the researcher tried to solve the problem, what
were unsuccessful and why, etc.
f) provide economic, social, and behavioral sciences coneitions
that the solution should satisfy for acceptance by patients
and the public.
The comments also indicated that althou gh the aeros p ace .	 .
scientists and en g ineers have imRressive expertise in their
prime mission areas they may have difficulty in initial
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,attempts to correlate that knowledge with applications in a
secondary mission area such as biomedicine.
The recommendations above are based on comments stated or points implied
in the responses from centers which filtered through BSCP as a
result of a July 7 letter from the Director, TUD. This letter
forwarded six problem statements to the Technology Utilization
Officers (TUO) of selected NASA centers and requested their
assistance in circulating the statewe.its to individuals who were
willing to suggest solutions for the problems. Table 12 lists the
centers which BSCP is aware responded to the problem statements
circulated by TUD. Other centers may have replied direct to the
teams and are not included on the chart.
Twenty-nine replies were received to the six statements seat
out by TUD. There was at least one suggestion for each of the
six statements and in some instances t ►•;o or more. Some of the
Center responses were quite detailed; others a:ere very brief.
In a few instances t"e ideas from one Center duplicated those 	
I
received froin other Centers or NASA contractors. Nevertheless,
even the similar suggestions each added something to a principal
lead. A correlation by the teams of ideas from different sources
may point to solutions of the problE;,,, circulated.
The res ponses exceeded expectations in an important sense: the
teams had previously been pessimistic about the interest of the t,
centers. Earlier efforts by teams to cultivate and motivate the
interest of Center personnel had been unproductive after an initi
flurry in 1966-1967. Responses to problem statmen is had fallen c
-41-
the point that the teams were not willing to spend time preparing
them.
In order to clarify and provide uniform problem statements
TUD contracted in September 1969 with Dr. William H. Clingman, a
	 ,
management and technology consultant, to review current statements,
visit Centers and the teams, and develop a guide for the preparation
of the problem statement. Tile objective is a problem statement
which will optimize the responses from the scientists and engineers
in 14ASA centers.
c. RDC Commuter Searches, Item C, Appendix C - Often the development
f
1	 of the description of each problem accepted results
	
in an initial
manual	 search	 (MS)	 by the team of its own	 files	 for correlation of the
new problem with solutions which it or other teams have already hit upon.
This prescreening eliminates early in the BAT process those problems which
may be solved using commercial equipment or solutions similar to those
used for earlier problems. Exclusion of these problems leaves only
those which the teams judge potentially solvable by aerospace related
technology which may be retrieved by a computer search of the NASA ADB.
	
1
Oil 	 teams may repeat searches if the documents cited in
the first search lead the team to think that it was incomplete. Another
RDC may b- used concurrently with the first, or for the second.search,
so that staffing expertise at the RDCs and the algorithms used may be
compared.
1) Computer Searches Initiated -
Table 1'3 below indicates  the number of computer searches
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initiated through the facilities of one of the six NASA
Regional Dissemination Centers (RUC) Table 2.
TABLE 13
COMPUTER SEARCHES I141TIATED
14 Ft I RT I S%qR I
	
TOTAL
June 5 4 1	 10
July 1 8 3	 12
August 3 1 1	 5
TOTAL 9 13 5	 27
2) Computer Searches Evaluated - During the period, June-August,
the teams also reported 14 searches mutually evaluated by both
team and researcher. Table 14	 below indicates	 the number mutually
evaluated per month by each team.
TABLE 14
COMPUTER SEARCHES EVALUATED
1-1R I_
	 RT I SwR I_ TOTAL
I
9	 June 0	 2 5 7
July 2	 1 0 3
August 4	 0 0 4
TOTAL 6	 3 5 14
Table	 15	 lists the searches with other pertinent information.
Some of the searches credited as evaluated are based on BSCP
judgements made from the information included by the tears
	 in
their monthly reports.
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IFour of the search,ts, one for HRI , one for RTI , and 3 for SwRI
could not be identified. Five of the 14 searches evaluated were
reported by SwRI; these five were carry-overs from the latter half
of 1968. Only two for SwRI of the 14 searches evaluated offered
possibilities of good usefulness. The other twelve exposed very
limited, if any, relevant information. Three searches upgraded
the researcher's knowledge on his project. None of the searches
contributed anything to the four transfers (see Table 6) reported
by the teams during this reporting period.
For five of its searches (Table 15), MRI used ASTRA = an
1 RDC for which NASA discontinued its sponsorship in February, 1968.
As mentioned earlier, ASTRA computer tapes are no t current because
it has not received up-&Aed information tapes from NASA's College
Park, Maryland, scientific and technical information facility (STIF)
since Harch 1, 1968.
3) Comment - The limited information supplied by the teams about
their computer searches does not permit much insi ght into the
contribution these make to the problem solutions. 11o%,rever, this
data does suggest questions such as the folloviing:
. How efficacious are the RUC search strate g ies for
biomedical problems?
. Is the description of the biomedical problem in terms
of physical and engineering terms adequate for RDC
staffs to effectively employ their techniques?
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. What improvements in information storage/retrieval
techniques are required to optimize the efficiency of
BAT-type seo-J,eches?
. Which (;UCs provide the optimum search results?
I
d. Problems - Item U, Appendix C.
1) _Problem Acceptance Criteria -
a) The criteria which each team should use to judge its
Eacceptance of a p roblem are derived from its contract, lettersP
of;technical direction, and verbal instructions from the
Technical (loni tor.
b) In general these instructions require that the problem
must be in the mainstream of a researchers effort, within
the resources of the team, and not be a package assembly of
relevant information for an investi gator who in the critical
stage of information gathering for his project is unwilling
to do this himself.
IMore specifically, Articles I and II in team contracts
emphasize, respectively:
. "...the match between user problems and potential
solutions...";
I	 . Identification of "items and areas of aerospace
technology which have potential application in the
solution or partial solution of the medical problems
so defined...", (underlines added for this report)
4-45-
c) A Letter of Technical Direction (LTD), January 15, 19680
which the Director, TUD, at that time sent to each team,
told them that problems should be selected on tale following
bases :
"...answers that are immediately useful to the
research."
. "...Cost/benefit ratio of effort..." to solve the
problem rather than the number of schools or investi-
gators served."
. Team can "...PJo longer afford to assemble packages
of relevant information for an investigator who is
in the critical stage of search result-evaluation and
is unwilling for one reason or another to perform that
function effectively."
. Investigator has "...time, talent, facilities, and
willingness to apply the relevant technology..."
. Investigator has po3itive attitude toward the BATeam
project(s).
. Investigator "...has links with other disciplines that
can assist him in applying the technology."
Investigator has "...willingness to provide the
necessary feedback of evaluations of searches, documen-
tation of application, cos y: figures, and other relevant
information."
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. Tlie "...problems selected are in the mainstream of Vie
investigator's planned research..."
. The ''...problem is areal one."
. The "...solution will accrue significant benefit..."
to the public sector.
. The investigator will give "...a good potential
`	 solution ... thoughtful, professional attention..."
. The researcherlans out his project car%fullp	  ^	 v and
knows for which specific purposes he needs technolo(jy.
d) On the basis of the above "criteria guidance" input. the
Teams have evolved their own acceptance criteria. Thc:
criteria are:
For MRI ;
Problem should be high on the investigator's 'list
of priorities.
. Problem should be specific and definable in engineering
to rms .
. Problem should lend itself to a reasonable probability
of formulatinq a productive literature search.
. Problems in which cost reduction is a significant
factor should be avoided.
. Problem should not be short-lived.
C-47-
. Problems should be accepted only from investigators
who are willing and able to coope rate with the BATeam.
For SwRI;
. Problems should be selected which have a hi gh probability
of solution from aerospace related technology.
Only problems considered to be very important by the
Problem Originator should be accepted.
. Problem rejection should occur during initial dis-
cussions to avoid alienation of the originator.
. Problems should result in a transfer if efforts are
successfully concluded.
. Problems should have a chance of success.
. Problem should be one for which NASA technol ogy
is applicable.
. Problem should be related to a medical problem.
Problem should come from an ori g inator who has
sufficiently carried out a background study of
related open literature.
. Problem shoulJ not be .00 large or ill-defined.
. Problem should be - ne for which the or ;
 gi nator has
no other resources available with which he might
better solve his problem.
`i	 ^
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. Problem should come from an or?ginator who is cooperative,
organized, and energetic.
For RTI
. No problem acceptance criteria have peen reported
to BSCP.
The f 1 ow of robl ems accepted which each team elects to try t2-solve
with aerospace-related technology is indicative of its ability to
maintain input sufficient to achieve the noals of five transfers
documented and three_problem statements in circulation each month.
I
The problems rejected by each team reflects to some extent their ability
in briefing the researchers so as to minimize misunderstanding by the
Iresearchers about the goal of the program.
2) Problems Accepted - The teams accepted 28 problems dirinq
the reporting period. Table	 16 below presents historic data of
the problems accepted.
TABLE 16
PROBLEMS ACCEPTLD
MRI -" RTI	 SwRI	 TOTAL
June	 2	 7	 2	 11
I
July	 0	 8	 2	 10
August	 1'	 6	 0	 7
TOTAL
	 3	 21	 4	 28
RTI accepted 21 of the total, MRI accepted 3 and SwRI accepted
four. The medical areas involved are several. Table 17 - sts
	12 5. 	 131,1.1 -10
	?G.	 131.1-1-3 1
SFM. G
WSM--7 (7769 N.S.)
27.
28.
Notes :I
n
II
P
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`I tem ;^Tvam/Problem Code 	Prohlvm Title	 I Medical. Are,•.. 	 - -- Solution Area?
(Southwest  Research
Institute
Computer Programs Cardiovascular
and Systems
Analysis of the
Electrocardiogram
On-line Analysii Phy3iology
of Biochemical
Samples Collected
Automatically
from Patients
Small--Wide band Cardiovascu'.ar
Microphones for
Sensing Near
Signals
Sensitive Detection Physiological
2or human Electric
Field Application	 J
Computer
Program
Chemical
Electronics
Electronics
Electronics
ite accepted. No search identified.
1
^I
n
u^
T
Now
Medical Arca
Myotoni.a
Myotonia
Prostheses
Orthotic and
Splints
Opthamology
Environmental
Physiological
I
Cardiovascular
Urology
Cardiovascular
Cardiovascular
Cardiovascular_
Physiology
Sol ut ion Area?
Electronics
Mechanical
Mechanical
Electronic
Hardware
Pressure Suit
Material
Optical
Electronic
Mechanical
Information
Diffusion
material
Information
Diffusion
Telcmetry
E.1ectronics
Electro--
Mechanical
Electronics
I
^I
ai
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I tern	 Team/l'roble ►n Code	 Pi-eblem, Title
13.	 IRM-16	 h Means for Measur-
ing Displacement
r 34.	 IWI-17 ( 7/69 N.S.) 	 Sma ll Simple Force
Trans ducerJ
I R^1-20 ( 8/69	 N.S.) Prevention of
Orthostatic
Ilypotension
IRt•1-21 ( 7/69
	 N.S.) An Improved Splint-
ing and Cast
Material
I}:M-22 Tracking Eye Move-
ments of tlemapl eg i c:
NCI-1 Noise Reduction in
Laminar Flow Rooms
UNC-53 (6/69	 N.S.) Design Information
Relating to Cardio-
tachometer Circuitr}
VU-1 (6/69	 N.S.) Improved Material
for Per. cut-ancous
Tubes for Blood
Dialysis
WF-69 Correlation
Techniques
WF-70 Under Water Teleme-
try
WF ,r72 Automatic Control
System for Tilt
Jed
WF--75 (8/69	 N.S.) Measurement of
Intracellular
Pressure
15.
17.
lti.
19.
120.
21.
22..
23.
24,
1 (
Material
Electronics
I
Material
Chemical
Instrumentation
Mechanical
Chemical
Biologic
Electro
Mechanical
Chemical
Electrical
Electronics
Mechanical
Information
Diffusion
Prostheses
Brain
Prostheses
'Physiology
Urology
Prostheses
Pharmacology
Prostheses
Spina Bifidae
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TABLE
	
i
 17
DETAILS ABOUT PROBLEMS ACCEPTED
1 June - 31 Auq. 1969 	 iI
I
Item	 Team/Problem Code	 Problem Title	 , Medical Area + Solution h.rea ?I
Midwest Research Institute
1
1. One Problem
Not identified	 (?)
2. K U- 39
3. K1l-1{U
Research Triangle Institute!
4. DU-52
5. DU-- 5 3
6. DU-56	 (6/69 N.S.)
7. DU-57
8. DU-58
9. 1RM--2
10. I RM-10
11. IRM-14 (7/69 N.S.)
12. IRM-:15
Bonding Agents for
flip joint Prostheses
I'lectr_oencephalo-
gr.ain Telemetry
Material for Hip-
joint . Prosthesis
Measurement
Techniques for
	 +{
Isethionic Acid
Urine Disposal
System
Body-Powered
Encrgy Storage
System
Methods of
Measuring Calcium
Motion Force
Amplifier
Effects of Environ-
mental Extremes on
Skeletal Calcium
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the problems and indicates the medical interest and the possible
type of solution that may come from the data Bank. Quth the
medical and technical areas include a spectrum of possibilities,
Electronic dnd mechanical potential solutions seem to prevail.
Only RTI managed to acquire enough new problems to poteoti lly
support the transfer goal of 15 for three months. However, of the 21
which RTI accepted there are three, IRM-15, UNC-53, and WF-69
'	 which appear from the description of the problem and the purpose
I .	 of the researcher to be information diffusion types (upgrading
the researchers' knowledge in their projects). These three:
probably should have been rejected by RTI. This deletion would
leave a balance of only 18 problems to support 15 transfers and
nineroblem st tement in
	 3-monthp	 a	 s	 a  o th per od.
I
The other two teams , MRI and SwRI , managed to acqu ire
between them a total of only 7 probler;s. These two teams have relied on
their inventory of earlier problems from previous contracts in
this program to provide a working base.
Of the 28 problems accepted, BSCP could find no record of
an RDC search for ten. One of these was an unidentified problem
at MRI, eight were RTI problems and one was SwRI's. Yet, it
is implicit in the instructions from TUD,.i gASA that acceptance
of a )roblem implies that there is a solution in the NASA
aerospace data bank and, that problems accepted generally warrant
a computer search.
3. Problems Rejected - These problems reflect items which the
teams advised the respective researchers were riot acceptable
i
J
^I
II
TATTLE 19 (continued)
Reason for
Item Problem Code Title Rejection
Southwest Research Institute
9 . SF'1•1-9P Small, Portable, Low Frequency CAE1
Tape Recorder for Recording Static
Balance in Children
10. RNV-20P Systems Development of Patient P D2
Transportation Devices
11. S11;--7P Automatic Servo-Controlled CM,, 3
Systems and Hardware for I D4
Anesthesia Victims
12. SF1.1-8P Study of Anomalous Reaction I US
of Administration of Nitrous
Oxide during Anesthesia
J3, SWRI -] (SNM) Use of Electrical Energy to NNTL6
Induce Certain Behavioral
Phenomena
Ill. SNM-2 Virus Identity in Innoculated NSRE7
Eggs
15. SNM-3 Fluid Amplifier Controls for P D8
Operating Rooms
16. PLR-5P Automatic Identification of I D9
Arterial Branches in X-ray
Pi lin
11'
Q
Il
.,.. , . .
	 -49a-
Notes: 1. CAE
	 - commercially available equipment
2. Pll	 -- poorly defined
3. ID	 - information diffusion
4. NNTL	 - no NASA technology likely
5. NSRE	 - ° -) serious research effort
6. NI:IiRP	 - not related to human benefit problem
7. NASA SP - NASA Special Publication - ( ) given to researcher
8. SP	 - NASA Special Publication
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TAB), 19
!	 DETAILS AliOUT PROBLEMi RE,JEC E'D
•	 1 Jung - 31 Aug. 1969
Reason for
Problem Code Title
i
Rejection
Mi(3%•:est Research Institute
1	 U1.1-36 Small Batteries to Power 1.	 NR1113P6
Xmtrs Monitoring Waterfowl 2.	 I D;	 14ASA SP - 50CX17
Movement- 1
2 .	 UM--37 Mi.nature Telemetry Equip. 1.	 NRIMP
for Waterfowl Surveillance 2.	 I D; NASA SP -50;	 S
3.	 U!•1.-38 Telemetry Recording Devices 1.	 NNJUIn
Waterfowl Surveillance 2.	 I 1); NASA SP	 5W
4 .	 UM-39 Potting Compounds - 1.	 NRHBP
Submersible 2.	 CAE
Res. Triungle Institute
5 .	 IRM-•13
6. DU-54
'I
7. DU-55
8. WF-71
I
Analog of the human Leg
Telemetry System for Brain
Stimulation
Automatic Micrescope Stage
Projection of 3_D Images
for Binnocular Microscope
NNTL
CAE`
P D
CAE
Not in Researchers
Primary Area of
Interest
Developments Funds
not Available to
Researcher
i
l^
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within the criteria of the program. The numbers of
problems rejected by each Team each month are reflected in the
following table.
TAm r in
PROBLEHS kEJECTEU
MRI
	
RTI
	 SwRI
	
TOTAL
June	 4	 3	 4	 11
July	 0	 1	 3	 4
August	 0	 0	 1	 I
TOTAL
	
4	 4	 8	 16
The reasons given by the teains for rejection are indicated at
the bottom of Table 19. The rejection criteria are self-imposed by
each team. Presumably the criteria reflect the teams' inter-
pretations of what constitutes a problem that will have a solution
in the data bank and will prove to be a first i.ime solution to
a technical problem impeding the progress of significant bio-
medical research.	 These criteria also reflect the pressure
on each team to conserve its resources for application to problems
which will result in significant transfers. The reported rejections
should (in an idealized system) approach zero as the teams refine their
criteria for acceptance of a problem or its rejection, and sharpen
their orientations for researchers so that the latter have no
misunderstanding of their committment when they agree to participate
in the program.
The sixteen problems rejected by the teams included five
which were considered solvable with conu»ercially available equipment
is
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(CAE). Five others were rejected because the researcher
was interested in upgrading his information (information
diffusion ID). These ten represent 71N of the total rejected.
It would appear that the researchers could have solved these 10
through routine information sources which are available to the
public and should have been explored in developing the research
background. Alsc, the use by the researcher of an existing
I.
information current awareness service may have been appropriate.
Two of the problems, RIIV-20P and SiNt-1-3, which were rejected
because they were poorly defined may become acceptable problems
if the researcher can refine his requirement so that the
relevancy of accessing useful information in the data bank is high.
4. Comment - The num5er of problems referred to the teams which
should have been solved by the researcher's use of existing
sources of information more effectively raises such questions
as:
a) How valid are the criteria which teams provide to potential
problem originators?
b) What criteria should the researcher receive from the
team and how should this information be conveyed to him so
that he will not be alienated?
c) flow can the researcher be made more aware of the infor-
mation resources which he should exploit to solve his needs,
especially when the answer may be a piece of commercially
available equipment?
d) Is the assumption that researchers have done their
background information searches to their projects valid?
e. Contacts - Item E, Appendix C. The team contact activity gives
an indication of the impact which visits to the users (problem
originators) have on the generation and acceptance of new problems.
Contacts of the teams with NASA Centers may seed light on the centers
which are most responsive to the problems and work 	 with the teams.
1) Users Contacts - During the reporting period flilI had six
user institutes, and RTI and SwPI each had eight. These areI	 listed in Appendix E. The following table, No. 20, indicates the number
of contacts each team reported it had with its users. The infor-
mation was not sufficiently complete to identify specific user
institutes with whom the contacts were made, so a direct
correlation of contacts with specific problems accepted is not
feasible.
TABLE 20
CONTACTS WITH USERS
1.111%I	 RTI	 SwRI	 TOTAL
June	 1	 13	 10	 24
July	 3	 8	 3	 14
August	 2	 8	 5	 15
TOTAL
	 6	 29	 18	 53
RTI predominated in this activity with a total of 29 contacts
or about 50% of the contacts with users by all three teams.
J
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RTI also has the largest number (21) or 75% of the problems
accepted by all the teams during the period.
a) Cormnent - The greater number of contacts with users
may result from favorable aspects of the following listed
factors:
I
i	
1) Type of institution served.
i_	 2) Proxiwi t) of users to team.
3) Enthusiasm of the user for the program.
4) Characteristics of the team leader and the members
of his team.
5) The interest displayed by the teams upper management
L	 levels for the program.
G) The staff size of user institution.
7) Tile "research cycle" of the user institute.
The data available now do not yet support the predominance
of any of these factors. 1-lore detailed information on user
contacts may be helpful in developing a model of the frequency
and type of contacts which should be sought to achieve optimum
participation of the user in the program. BSCP will obtain
and analyze such data in the near futures.
b) User Evaluations - This information may also confirm the
conclusions reached from the responses to TUD's letter to six
user institutions soliciting evaluations of their participation
tin the BAT program. This letter contacted those users who
t	
were not funded primarily by the Social and Rehabilitation
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Service (SRS), Departr ►ent of Health, Education, and Welfare.
(The SRS group r►et: with representatives of TUD, BSCP, the
teams arid SRS at Goddard Space Flight Center February 13, 1969).
In general all of the users queried indicated that
they were pleased to be a part of the program and found it
helpful to their researchers. Only one believed that partici-
pation was unproductive and gave as the reason that his
institution already had an adequate information retrieval
system. Underlying all Vie other comrients was the importance
of tie teams' ability in maintaining personal contact with
the users even though specific problems might not be the
topic for the meeting.
2) NASA Center Contacts - Contacts with NASA centers may have sove
f
correlation with the flow  of suggestions %-rhi ch the tearls receive
in response to problem staternents circulated to the
Technology utilization Offices (TUO) of the centers. Contacts
#	 with the centers may also have an impact on the team's ability
to determine which center(s) may have the expertise to solve a generic
type of problem. Table 21 enumerates the contacts with
i	 the centers which the teams reported.
TABLE 21
CONTACTS-I111SP, CENTERS
MRI
	 RTI
	
SwRI
	
TOTAL
June	 1	 4	 2	 7
July	 1	 2	 2	 5
August	 3	 5	 9	 17
TOTAL	 5	 11	 13	 29
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SwRI led the other two teams in this activity with 13 contacts
and RTI was a close second with 11. As more data is accumulated
on this item, the value which this interaction may have in
fostering suggestions from center experts may emerge. Also, an
acceptable range for frequency of contacts among tearis and
center personnel may emerge. With this information, there should
also evolve constrai n ts that should be observed by the teams when
they seek field center areas of expertise.
f. Team Effort - During the reporting period the tears were asked by
TUD to submit with their monthly reports a listing of the problems
on which they worked. The teams were also to show for each problem
the professional hours expended in each of th:.,
 six phases of the
QATeam methodol ogy:
. Problem Identification
. Problem Statement
. In formation Search
• Evaluation
• Follow-up
. Documentation
1) Data - Tile information submitted by the teams for June-August
was erratic and not uniform. This may have resulted
from the unfamiliarity of HRI and SwRI with the criteria for
allocation of time to the six phases. RTI had been experimentinq
with the monthly reporting concept for about six months prior to
the formalization of the monthly report at the meeting April 7-8
between TUD and the team representatives.
r
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TABLE 2 2
TEAM EFFORT COST SU&MARY
for
June, Jul► b August 1969
June
MR 	 _	 Sub-T
July	 Aug	 June
RTI
July
Sub-T
Aug
Sw_FI
June	 July Aug
.Team - Chart,
1. Problems 10 *	 * 32 37 27	 * 20 ((^
2. 'Total	 1lrs.
Prof. Time
this Montle 65 58 1.18 234 68.5 106.5
3. Problem Ph a cs
a. Prob.	 Idcnt. (20) (17) (52) (17.5) (19.5)
b. Prob.	 State-
ment (19.5) (32) (9) (4.75)
c. Info.	 Search (13) (50.5) (98) (38.5) (47.50)
d. Lvaluation (23) (13) (13) (41) (1) (16)
c. Follow-up (22) (20) (4) (8) (1.5) (6)
f. DOW (12) (11+) (3) (1) (12.75)
4. Secret' l/
logistical	 155	 ?	 326	 227	 408	 263.5
5. Cost/IIr.Pro jI
time	 14 .777 16.42 16.42	 14 .16	 15.92	 **	 13.84
^J
Notes:
( ) Included in the figure above for total Hours professional time this month
* Information not available.
** Not given in report.
^l
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1	
A general idea of the effort expended by the teams may be
(	 obtained and some questions which remain to be answered can be
I	 identified. Each team expends some effort on one or more of the
I
six phases for 20 to 30 problems each month (Table 22). Professional
time on a problem costs from $14 to $17 per hour. One to three
hours of administrative and logistical team support time are
required to support each professional hour.
I
2) Comments - (questions which shouia be answered in the future are:
Where should major portion of the team effort concentrate?
. What does a transfer cost?
. What does a rejected problem cost?
i
What does a problem that is accepted and later closed out cost?
What is the cost of the effort expended unproductively
in handling rejected problems, closed out problems, and
information diffusion?
. How du the benefits that accrue to the public sector from
1
	 the biomedical transfers compare with the cost of the
BATeam program?
r
g. Other Activ i ties of Teams -
s1) Trig Report _ During the period June-August ,.Ile teams have
for the first time been submitting trip reports summarizing
significant aspects cf presentLations at professional and technical
i	 meetings that impinge on the BATeam program. In these trip
`	
reports the team representative is asked to state the purpose of
I	 the meeting, the conclusions the team representative(s) drew from
the procedings and the team's recommendations for usin g
 the
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information so that it will promote the program. These reports
should prove helpful in pointing up trends takin g place in
professional and technical circles which the program should note,
the kind of representation needed by TUD at various types of
meetings, etc. TUD has asked each team to give the other teams
information copies of trip reports.
I
2) Draft quarterly and Annual Reports - As a temporary measure
to improve the substance of the content and its value in manaqement
and public documents, TUD requires the teams to submit drafts of
their Quarterly and final reports for review prior to publication.
3) Interlace ileetinns - One consolidated team meeting was held at
Lewis Research Center, (Le(;C) August 7-8 with representatives from
r	 .
TUD, the three teams, BSCP/GWU, two TATeams, the Center TUOs,
members of the Center, two regional dissemination centers (RUC's)
and invited guests. This meeting inaugurated a practice designed
I
to improve the interactions between the teams and center personnel.
The meeting is reported in more detail in Program Management,
Section IV.
During the reporting period a program developed
with the National Cancer Institute (11CI) . This was promoted by TUD
and turned over to RTI for follow-up and implementation.
4) Publicity - The teams indicated that the literature publicizing
the program was out dated. TUD has commenced revision of the
information for handouts and other publicity distributions by
NASA headquarters and TUD. Technical Information Systems Company
(TISCO) is developing new draft brochures.
I
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I	 During the period TUU also asked TISCO to assemble a folder of
all Tech Briefs (TB) relevant to biomedical applications. Another
folder containing write ups of important transfers, photographs
of the adaptation in use, and the pertinent T.B. was also commenced
by TISCO for distribution to prospective participants in the BATeam
program.
5) Omissions - In the monthly reports the teams have not provided
information on some items 	 that would normally be discussed	 in
their quarterlies
	
(see Appendix B). The topics include:
I a) Problems inactivated
b) Active Problem status exclusive of those listed on
Team Effort chart
c) Active Abstract status
I
d) Commercial Product referrals and/or Application Engineering
Activity
e) Significant conclusions
f) Specific plans for the next quarter e, • month
it
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SECTION IV
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES C01111UNICATIONS PROJECT (BSCP)
PARTICIPATION IN THE
NASA SPONSORED CIONUICAL APPLICATION
TEAM (BATEA11) PROGRAM
A. PURPOSE
Section III collated, reviewed, and analyze) the team data for dune-August, 1969.
This Section, IV, of the report discusses the work of the BSCP staff group
which is responsible for the tasks listed in the wort: stater ►ent of Article I,
NASA Contract NSR 09-010-057, signed in June, 1909.
b. BACI:GMUND
When the Biomedical Applications teams were formed, startin g
 in 19G6, NASA also
contracted with Georqe Washington University (GWU), Washington, D.C., for
management assistance in analyzing, planning, and coordinating the work of
the three teams that were organized and sponsored by NASA through contt its
r
with three non-profit research institutes (Appendix F). GWU vests responsibility
for its contract in the Biological Sciences Communication Project (BSCP), a
part of the Department of Hedical and Public Affairs, The Medical Center, GWU.
C. BSCP STAFF - BATEA1.1IIANAGEMENT SUPPORT GROUP
The Director, BSCP, has a multidisciplinary staff group of three professionals
(Table 23) as part of his organization to analyze the data and other information which
the BATeams submit in their reports. This group also provides the Director,
TUD, and his staff with management assistance For the management and analysis
of the three teams' efforts.
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1. BSCP BATeam Staff Group Vlorkload - Each quarter there are normally
9 man-months of effort, i.e., 3 full-time professionals, available contract-
ually to apply to the program reviews and analyses described below. There
is also one full time secretary for secretarial/clerical assistance for
the three professionals of the BSCP staff BATeam group. Table 23 lists
I and describes this effort.
f 
_	
Tire review and analytic workload which confronts this group includes
I- a variety of reports. In each quarter there are 9 monthlies and 3
1
	 quarterly team reports interspersed throughout the 3 month period %-:hick BSCP
analyzes. There is, on occasion, an annual or final report from a team.
lThere also are special reports submitted by the teams and outside
organizations which are included in the BSCP review process. The close physical
proximity of BSCP to the TU offices facilitates requests for assistance
I
which are reflected in numerous memoranda from BSCP to TUU. More recently,
in June, TUU requested the teams and BSCP to send their quarterly and
annual reports to TUU in draft for review prior to publication. BSCP
participates in the review of the team drafts.
In addition to the reviews, analyses and special reports mentioned
".ove there are also 3 monthly briefings by BSCP, a quarterly in draft and final,
and every fourth quarter an annual report in draft and final which BSCP
prepares each performance quarter to comply with its contract and
instructions that the Technical Coordinator may issue.
2. Criteria for BSCP Staff BATeam Group Performance - The criteria against
which the work of the BSCP BATeam group is evaluated are derived from several
sources:
It
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a) These sources are -
1) The statement of work objectives and tasks in Article 1, of
the BSCP contract signed June 13, 1969.
2) Letters of technical direction from the NASA Technical
Coordinator (Director, TUD).
3) Official letters on specific subjects from either the Director,
TUD, or his staff representing him, e.g., technical monitor or
individual responsible for technical direction.
4) Informal notes from TUD to BSCP or acceptance by TUD of
suggestions volunteered by BSCP in memoranda, briefin(is, etc.
5) Standards implied in the professional expertise of the BSCP
staff BATeam group professionals.
b) Criteria in these sources -
1) The Statement of Work requires several things of BSCP. In
general it should:
. Identify Effective 
-
approaches for accelerating the flow of
aerospace rel tated technology to applications in the bi orredi cal
sector;
. Identify Significant trends in team activities and their
accomplishments, e.g., ability to transfer technology, the
contribution of Problem Statements (P/S) and searches to the
solution of biomedical problems, participation of users in the
program, the contribution of NASA centers to the solutions of
problems, etc.
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ICain Insights into the management of the work of the tearTis.
2) Paragraph A. 1, Article I of the contract indicates the basic
criteria for the team monthly data mviews and analyses. These
cri .eri a are:
...Perform analyses of data reported by the Biomodi;;al
Application teams to determine the most effective approaches
for accomplishing transfer of aerospace technology to the
I.	
biomedical field,
. Idenfifying significant trends in team activity and
accomplishments, arid,
. (rovid(ing) general management insi g ht into the transfer
Iprocess.
3) Other criteria in the statement of %gork require BSCP to:
. Describe and edit biomedical transfers.
. Design a system to optimize the use o' expertise within
NASA for interdisciplinary communication that will facilitate
problem solution matches on significant problems impeding
biomedical research and health care.
. Present to NASA major problem areas within the bioriedical
community for which the application of aerospace technology
holds premise. Recommend interfaces with academic, pro-
fessional and mission oriented groups which will further
the program goal.1
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. Plan and coordinate the BATeam prog ram activities to
increase utilization of aerospace technolo gy in biomedicine.
. Conduct a surnmer institute for bi onMdi cal research in
technology utilization to atter ►pt to solve definitive
biomedical problems.
b) Letters of Technical Direction - There have been no letters of
technical direction nor special letters durin g the period June-Auaust.
lc) Informal Instructions - There have, however, been numerous memoranda,
etc., which are reflected in the discussions of the different topics
in the report.
3. BSCP Efforts Towards Meeting Criteria - The criteria ,with the exception
of those listed in paragraph 2b 2)	 above which were applied
r
in Section III, are compared with the accomplishments of the BATeam staff
group under the following listed topics:
. Team effort which summarizes the effort available to perform the
contract tasks.
Program design which discusses significant government agency
and national foundation interactions which influence in some manner
the NASA program from the macro objective point of view.
. Program management which discusses the insights or , innovations
which BSCP has derived or is employing to improve its management
advice.
. Planning and coordination efforts which mentions significant
changes which occurred in the performance quarter.
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. :nsights which presents conclusionF BSCP has derived ds a result
of its analyses and its reconuiiendations for exploiting advantageous
developments, correcting deficiencies in the rvethodology the teams
use, and improving the management assistance and advice which BSCP
profers TUD.
. Plans for BSCP activity for the next quarter, i.e., significant
items it should address, the actions it should take, and the events
in which it should participate.
a. PSCP Staff BATean^ Effort - During the period, June-August, there
were only about 4 1 J2 inan-months or 50w of the professional effort
normally available to review and analyze the; numerous reports referred
to the group and respond to special requests from TUD. At the request
of TUD 3-oan months were diverted to administer a special one-tine
3-month summer institute that was held during the period of June
through August jointly by G IWU and Goddard Space Flight Center under
the sponsorhin of NASA(TUD ; .	 (Note: the sin g le professional's tine
was applied to the task until October 31, 1969). Approximately 1 112
man-months were absorbed in professional staff vacations usin g earned
leave time. Then the BSCP staff BATeam group leader, Dr. Quentin L.
Hartwig, resigned effective August 22, 1969. These chaiiges contrived
to reduce the group performance capability to accomplish fully the
several tasks in its contract. Table 23 sunurlarizes the effort in
the 3-month period. The BSCP group was able to review 19 published
or draft reports referred to it by TUD. These included 8 team
monthlies, a team final, a team quarterly, drafts of one team's
final and another's quarterly plus 7 other miscellaneous type reports.
BSCP . also prepared and presented 3 reviews of monthly reports submitted
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by the teams and attended a conference at TUD with a team's representa-
tives to discuss their final report. There were items requirinq
response to one time requirements from TUD that were submitted by BSCP.
BSCP also participated in four significant meetings on professional
matters of importance to the program. These are described in the
following topic, Program Design.
I
b. Program Design - One of BSCP's tasks is "...to recor ►mend to NASA
appropriate interfaces with academic, professional and mission oriented
e_	 groups which will further the goal of utilizing aerospace technology
to alleviate biomedical problems." This information is useful to TUD
in devel o i ngprogram objectives.
  P
1	 1 Soc ial and f<efiabiiitati on Se rvi ce SRS - In its earlier contract
period USCP had quite consistent contacts with the Social and
Rehabilitation Service (SRS), a part of the Departnxnt of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HE4!) . During the period of this report
this interaction was not pressed for	 t%-.,o reasons.	 Fol1owinq
the meeting sponsored9	 P b Y NASA at Goddard Space	 Flight  CenterP
I
(GSFC) among representatives from SRS, four of its funded
institutes, TUD, the BATeams and BSCP, SRS expressed no interest
in pursuing the interaction of its funded institutes with the
NASA sponsored Biomedical Application Team program. Secondly,
since the formal conv ►ittmen-t between NASA and SRS to encourage
Rehabilitation institutes Lo participate in the program had not
been renewEd there was no official policy for BSCP to use as a
vehicle to discuss further interaction with SRS.
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2) Interagency Utilization Group (IUG) - A representative of BSCP
attended one IUG meeting held at the National Institute for Mental
Health (i;Iil), L'ethesda, August 4. 	 The speaker was Dr. Ronald
Havelock, from the Center for Research on the Utilization of
Scientific Knowledge (CREST), University of Michinan. He discussed
the "linker" as a role for Federal a gencies; Dr. Havelock has
done research and written extensively in the field of research
utilization. Two puc)lications of his of particular note to the
bATeam program are: 1) Planning for Innovation Through Dissemination
and Utilization of Knowledge, July 1969, and, 2) Bibliography on
Knowledge Utilization and Dissemination, 1968.
The principles underlying the findin g s of Ur. Havelock appear
to have a direct relevancy to the role and characteristics of the
communicator/consultant in the BATeam program. His bibliography
is a very comprehensive listing of references on the subject of
communicators (linkers). however since the IUG meetings deal
largely with fundamental topics concerning the movement of
behaviorial and social sciences research results to applications
in the public sector, TUD, NASA, requested V-at BSCP discontinue
attendance at the meetings unless a topic particularly pertinent
to the BATeam program was on the IUG agenda. ['Another meeting of
the IUG is scheduled for September 8, to present Dr. Everett Rogers,
Communication Arts, Michigan State University. He will speal: on
"Strategies of Research Utilization." BSCP plans to attend this
meeting.
3) American College of Cardiology (ACC) - Since mid-1968, the
Atomic Energy Commission (Bethesda Office) AEC had been working with
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the ACC to arrange a conference of outstandin g
 individuals in
medicine and government to discuss the use and acceleration of
new technology to biomedical applications. Initially AEC had
intended to promote the conference assisted by ACC but as the
scope of the problem evolved other governmental agencies including
DOD, NASA, NIFI, etc. became parties to the arrangements. 4.hi1e
NASA had been included in the discussions almost f rom the start
it had stipulated early that its contribution to the conference
would be substantive rather than financial, i.e., particir.)ation
would be limited to presentations describing its technology
utilization program and possibly participation in panel discussions.
On June 4, BSCP advised TUD that discussions %•;ith repre-entatives
of NASA, UOD, AEC, (JIII, etc. and with the ACC regarding sponsorship
by the latter of a conference at the ACC facility, Bethesda, I'd.,
to discuss the use of government technology in medicine rras dependent
on whether the National Heart Institute (1l11I) would support financially,
possibly through sonic intermediary catalyst, its share of the cost
of developing the interaction with federal sources of technology.
In view of this requirement NASA declined to encouraae the
Bethesda conference further.
4) National Heart Ins titute (NIII) Research Contrac tor's Prog ress
Report - NHI periodically reviews its research contractors progress
in accomplishing their tasks for an artificial heart. This
conference %, as public to acquaint the contractors % .,i th each
others work, and to brief the public, especially the me-dical
profession about the research.
4
r
During the period 9-13 June, 1969 BSCP representatives
attended a National Heart Institute Contractor progress report
meeting at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C. BSCP noted that
WII requires each contractor to perform seven basic tasks in
developing a research project:
. Task	 I - Assessment and I efinition of the Probler:
. Task II - Characterization of the biomedical and Tech-
nological Problems
.	 Task	 1II	 -
!
Technology Survey andl eference Data Computation
Task	 IV	 - Estimated Future Extension of Technoloay
ITask	 V	 - Determination of Ivey Technical Probler,s	 in
1	
Artificial Heart Development
Task VI - Assessment of other resources fcr Artificial
Heart Development
. Task VII - Determination of Performance Criteria for the
Artificial Heart
BSCP concluded from the meeting: 1) that much •ewains to be done
in research for materials and systems to obtain Miniturization,
efficiency of operation, reliability and physiological and
p-ychologically acceptable technical devices that an artificial
hear must possess, 2) that within the vast amount of materials
research NASA has done for aerospace projects a partial or complete
answer may exist for thrombo-resistant materials suitable for
artificial hearts, and 3) that in the NASA aerospace technology
I
bank there are techniques and miniature devices or suggestions
for then that could be applicable to the artificial heart.
1
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RTI and SwRI also had representatives present at the meeting.
They noted several aspects of 1111I funded research which may have
applicability to BATeam problems and also artificial heart
problems to which the teams likely could contribute information.
1IRI institute riembers other than from the team were present to
make a presentation on some work it is doing for WiI.
5) Bio-Con, atible Carbon Panel - Increasin g interest in biomedical
circles for a suitable material that was compatible in vivo for
Ivarious percutaneous and prosthetic uses pro qpted TUD to obtain 	 I
a preliminary survey of the potential of carbon for these uses.
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (IISFC) sponsored the survey
through modification of an existing contract with RocketUyne
Division of ,forth American Rockwell (NAR) Corporation. Mr. Jir,i
Benson, Technoloqy Utilization Officer,NAR, prepared the survey
R-7855, dated Hay 9, 1969, titled 'Pre-survey of Biomedical
Applications of Carbons.' This survey purported to document
the conception and initial introduction of elemental carbon as
a biomaterial for use in rehabilitation medicine. It concluded
that this material promised broad applicability in both research
and rehabilitation medicine. These areas were presentin g
 a large,
rapidly expanding need that required attention.
The results of the NAR report prompted TOO, to convene a
panel of experts on June 25, 1969 at NASA headquarters with
representatives of TUU to review the use of carbonaceous materials
for biomedical applications and make suitable recommendations for
fol1OV1-up actions. Chairman of the panel was Ur. Sumner Levine,
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Department of Haterials Science, Stzte University of New York:.
lirc panel had five other members:	 1) Dr. Franklin L. Ashley,
Chief, Plastic Surgery, University of California Medical Center,
Los Angeles California 2) Iir. frank L. Compitello, NAS A materials
Division, Headquarters, NASA 3) Dr. John J. Ghedoni, Assistant
Professor, Department of Pathology, Baylor University Collcge of
Medicine, Texas liedical Center, Houston, Texas 4' Ur. Frank Ilastincs,
Director, Artificial Heart Program, NIII, Cethesd:j, I1d., and 5) Ur. Vert
Ilooney, Rancho Los Amigos hospital , Downey, Cal fornia.
During the discussion, Ur. Hastings cited a study, 'The
Compatibility of Carson and Blood,' GA-8770, which Gulf General
Atomic had prepared very recently for IMI. This report was a
scholarly and professional study. 	 It examined intensively the
technical aspacts of carbon as a bioccmpatible material. Its
conclusions supported the general conclusion of the NAR report.
From its deliberations the Panel concluded:
A large number of forms of carbon are known to exist and
many others presumably are possible. The profusion of carbonous
materials is indicative of the complexity and multiplicity of
characteristics which many of the forms of carbon would present
in biomedical applications. Classification of various carbon
compounds, particularly among manufacturers is not uniform.
Carbon offers F-ome promise for exploitation competitively
with polymers, ceramics, and metals in blood compatible prostheses.
However its bio-compatible properties are relatively unproven
clinically and in the laboratory.
A program essentially as follows phased sequentially or
mom
concurrently as conditions permit would be appropriate: Phase I -
Develop and publish a car-cfully prepared and appropriately referenced
I surveprofessional in-depth 	 of carbon as it relates to biomedicalP	 P	 Y
j	 applications. Such a survey should include as a minimum:
. Preface - to sun g
 up essential l y the content of the current
North American Rockwell (NAR) document - i .e. , where we
stand now on new carbons.
Basic properties and characteristics of carbon, i.e., the
I_
parameters.
. Relate carbon parameters to physical and biological factors.
4
. Cite current experience using carbon in biomedical applica-
tions.
. Compare carbons with other known i:iaterials used biomedically
in similar applications - give disadvantages as well as
advantages.
I	 . List and discuss potential applications of carbon.
Phase II - Bring together a team comprised of carbon experts and
an outstanding orthopedist and a prosthetic device engineer to
establish:
I
What applications could carbon devices best serve, e.g.,
hip joints.
. The characteristics of carbon which will meet the biomedical,
physiological, and sociological conditions imposed by the
applications selected.
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. Design and develop, using currently defined reproducible
carbons, a nominal number of devices for clinical or laboratory
applications.
Phase III - Apply and test the prototype devices in controlled
clinical or laboratory environments.
6) New Opportunities - Recently BSCP has noticed an increasing
concern on the part of the public and congress about kidney disease
and safety hazards in medical instrumentation powered electrically.
a) Kidney Disease Act - "S.2482 - Introduction of the National
Kidney Disease Act of 1969" Congressional Record 115:57119
June 25, 19G9 proposes to launch a national comprehensive
cooperative i;iedi cal program for the treatment of kidney disease,
to control and reduce kidney disease by preventative and
detection programs and to provide kideny support for kidney
disease programs. This is sponsored by 40 senators, 80 members
of the (louse of Representatives and the National Kidney
Foundation.
This offers a unique opportunity to inject early the
identification of technical problems to which aerospace
related technology, especially that sponsored by NASA, could
apply.
b) lledical Instrumentation Electrical Safety - Similarly, there
are bills drafted for congress that stress the need to improve
medical instrumentation used in hospitals by the practitioner,
etc. so
 that the deaths attributable to electric shock are
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avoided and corrective devices ;uch as prostheses are evaluated
adequately before they are used in vivo. NASA may have
standards and practices which could contribute extensively
to reduction of hazards of this type.
c. Program Management -
1) Background - One other aspect of program criteria requires that
BSCP "...shall design a system to bring expertise % .rithin the Agency
to bear on significant problers impeding biomedical research and
health care identified by the Biomedical Applications Teams. The
system design must optimize inter-disciplinary communications and
facilitate problem-solution matches. Efforts in the area of program
management are discussed Herein.
2) Problem Statements - The significant problems are construed to
be problem statements that warrant circulation to various NASA
centers after a rigorous computer search by an RUC proves un-
responsive. In earlier reports and correspondence to TUU, CSCP
has commented on individual problem abstracts (not ,., statements)
submitted by the teams and on the abstracts collectively. Common
faults found in all the abstracts included:
a) The nerd for good biomedical references which the physical
scientist and engineer could use to read up on the characteristics
of the in vivo system which the problem concerned.
b) The list of the searches and the relevancy of the information
found in them.
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c) Good diagra ►ns indicating the physical relationships of
the body systems to which the technical solution would apply.
d) Hore inclusive technical details.
e) Getter background information about the techniques which
had been tried and why these were not successful.
In aggregate, BSCP had suggested that a major overhaul of the
abstract was in order.
About August, 1969 TUD arranged with Dr. t-lilliam C1ingman,
a private consultant, to undertake a comprehensive study of the
problem statement format, its content, its uses and then recommend
improvements which w,;uld increase its usefulness in soliciting
suggestions from engineers and scientists in (NASA centers.
Preliminary results of this study are expected in October, 1969.
3) Team - NASA Center Combined fleetinet -
a) Background - In past reports CSCP has suggested to TUD that
a meeting of team representatives field at a NASA center with
center personnel participating in discussions on appropriate
subjects of mutual interest could help to acquaint center
personnel with the SATearn program, the teams, and their
interests. In turn, the teams would be able to learn
first hand what the Center could contribute to the program.
b) Lewis Research Center LeRC fleeting - In extension of
this idea and the meeting TUD held in NASA he«dquarters,
Washington, D.C., April 7-8, 1969, with team representatives
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TUD convened a meeting at the Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio, August 7-8. Representatives of the three bionv dical
teams, two newly formed Technology Application Teams (TAT),
two Regional Dissemination Centers, the Technology Utilization
Office, BSCP/GWU, the Center, and special interests were present.
The Director, TUD said that he wanted to develop closer
collaboration, better coordination and feedback of information
among the various elements in the Technolo gy Utilization
program. To this end, TUD is preparing a program operating
plan for 1970 for the total flow of (NASA scientific information.
Meanwhile the teams should seek new ways to improve the
synergism among themselves and other elements of the program.
Future meetings at centers would likely take place with the
emphasis on workshops.
TUD considers the concept and methodology of the Bio-
medical Applicatior Team program sound - sufficiently so that
two new teams, Stan ford Research Institute (SRI) and Illinois
Institute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI) will each
organize a Technology /'application Team (TAT). 	 IITRI will
work on mine safety, law enforcement, and weather modifica-
tions problems. SRI will concentrate on air pollution,
criminalistics, and transportation.
He said that TUD would like to expand the institutions
and researchers, improve the reporting effort and empirical
data, increase the biomedical participants served by the QATeams,.
mature the procedure (methodology) and document it. Creative
thinking in reporting activities should be vitalized.
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Ile emphasized that it is imperative that the researchers
understand what technology utilization means. There were
certain precautionary and obligatory aspects of the program
which the team must be sure each researcher and the institu-
tional representative understand. Underlying the program is
the constraint that ti-chnology utilization must be evaluated
against other national priorities and the negative conse-
quences of a transfer which may subtract from the advantages
which it offers initially.
Other significant issues discussed at the meetine included:
. Solutions which exceed the funding resources of the
researcher may warrant consideration at federal level.
However, TUD does not wish to pre-erupt decisions of
the biomedical section and prefers that it make decisions
important to the support of its own profession rather
than looking to NASA. A preliminary assessment of
engineering needed to adapt technology is still
necessary. In those cases that adaptive engineerinq
is needed these should be landmark problems which have
biomedical acceptance.
d. Planning & Coordination Efforts - Another task of BSCP is planning
and coordinating the Biomedical Applications Program activities for the
purpose of increasing utilization of aerospace technology in the field
of medicine. Verbal instructions from TUD have amended the scop° and
responsibility of this task to provide technical assistance to TUD as
required to aid in the planning and coordination of Biomedical Applications
Program activities.
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I	 In fulfillment of this amended task, BSCP has responded to TUD
requests for data information, reviews, analyses, recontlendations,
transmittal on behalf of TUD of instructions and requirements that are
common to the function of staff assistance. Typical of the assistance
p rovided is a critique of a Denver Research Institute Report "A Users
[valuation, of a NASA Regional Uissemenation Center" dated flay, 19G9.
BSCP commented that the experiences o f the BATeams parallel the
findings of the UPI study that RDC services st,pport user pre-proposal
background searches, user proposal preparation, pre-contract work and
project-in-progress work - and not solutions to technical needs. These
services result in:
1) An increased level of confidence in a previously conducted
manual search;
2) New information uncovered;
1	 3 Saves the researchers' time; and
1	 4) Identifies a void in researchers' work or current awareness.
C BATeam reports reflect the same reasons for rejecting problems and
the similar results accruing from the transfer of documents to a researcher
after a computer search.
e. Insights - The purposr	 t!. y ; portion of the report is to present,
for purposes of awarenes.- z, ,d d%scussion, insights gained by BSCP into
i
the BATeam program. This knowledge is the result of experience, data
interpretation, and subjective impressions. Tile insights listed bolo ►•:
may be factual, subjective or questioning in nature.
6.
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1) Problem Acceptance Criteria - The acceptance criteria used by
each team for problems it accepts appear occasionally to result in
problems which subsequently turn out to be information diffusion,
i.e., an upgrading of the researcher's knowledge about his project.
The number of problems in which this hi,s occured may represent
an unwarranted dissipation of team effort. These problems way
be unavoidable and dictate an acceptable level that would be
predictable from the total number of problems accepted.
The data available now is insufficient to indicate what this
level should be so that these problems absorb minimal unproductive
effort. Further study of this factor by GSCP should provide a
basis for a conclusion regarding an acceptable percentage of
such problems.
J
2) GATeam Transfer Criteria - Transfer criteria currently stem
from two administrative sour-..;es that reflect different interpre-
tations of the d.;finition of a transfer. Guidance issued in a
letter of technical direction, January 15, 1963, by the preceding
Director, TUD, emphasizes potential application of technology in
the solution or partial solution, and the cost/benefit
ratio of effort (or value of a transfer to the public sector).
Later guidance ir. May, 1969, emphasized specific goals of 5 transfers
and 3 problem statements per month per team. Other guidance about
the same time stressed utilization of technology for applications
other than the purpose for which it was developed originally.
These two sets of guidance should be reconciled so
that team p( 7ormance against past criteria is not evaluated
against later standards. Similarly the team work statements
Should be amended to reflect the later guidance.
A
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3) Current Mode o r
 
Operation - While the r;iethodology used by the
teams appears valid, their inability to consistently expose
reasonable quantities of significant biomedical problems for which
the teams can identify significant relevant technology for solutions
introduces doubt about current program implementation. Is it optimal?
Is it possible that more is expected of the program as it is
currently structured than its environment is capable of supporting?
The program should be evaluated in depth to establish a structure,
functions in it, and objectives which will lead to a continuous upgrading
of BATeam efforts and results.
4) Utility  of Y22Lqna. 1 Dissemination Center (P,!)C) data bank - The
findings of the Denver Research Institute study, "A Users Evaluation
of a DNASA Regional Dissemination Center". May, 1969,  coupled with
the number of times that the BATeams have rejected problems or
found solutions that were primarily information diffusion
indicate that the hypothesis that RDC computer searches ::ill
expose significant relevant aerospace technolo gy may need
modification. The capability of the aerospace computerized
bank to identify significant technology may exceed its current
resources.
It is suggested that Jhe capability of the RDC should be ex-
plored in depth from the standpoint of biomedical problems to
ascertain if better search procedures will retrieve significant
technology or if this is a secondary source of information, i.e.,
second to the potential of solutions -within NASA centers.
6) Q;Team Uat-a/Information Reportinq - The management information
system may need evaluation, in light of the folloti ,J ng listed
i_80-
questions which are basic to the usefulness of the program and
its acceptance by funding authorities:
. What are the significant program accomplishments from which
the public sector has accrued benefit? Ilo% ,  many transfers
account for the benefit observed and what is the cost/
benefit relationship?
. Can secondary benefits, i.e., scientific, economic,
sociological, etc., which way have accrued to the public
sector as a result of the program be determined?
. Does the program have implications for technolo gy transfer
that supports the aim of U.S. foreign policy, i.e.,
increased exports and decreased imports?
. Are the public sector benefits which the program has gener-
ated commensurate with the overall of the program?
. s public support of the program justified frcm the
standpoint of:
a) Returns from thf^ benefits that pay the costs of the
program,
b) Secondary, e.g., economic, sociological, etc., benefits
that have accrued from the transfers,
c) Hotivation of industry ^o innovate bioinstrumentation,
d) The ability of the QATeam prograin to upgrade the tech-
nological competence of industry. 	
i
tl
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. What wi11
	 facilitate wider use of successful techniques
used in the transfers?
. What elements of the transfer methodology are required to
improve projects to transfer aerospace related technology
to other public sectors?
The reporting by the teams is not sufficiently uniform to provide
an accurate data base to answer many of the questions that are
indicated in the analysis in Section III and those listed above.
To accomplish effective reporting, a system that is more standardized
and relevant is necessary. This should be implemented in a form to
minimize the administrative load on the teams. The use of monthly
briefings, management data books, etc. are measures that will help
provide a more systematic flow of information to TUD. DSCP will design
a system which will facilitate evaluation and comparison of the
activities and accomplishments in the program.
G) BATeam Characteristics and f lanageinent - The hypothesis that
personal contact between the teams and the biomedical -icctor
would accelerate the flow of technology and result in significant
transfers of relevant aerospace technology has not been fully
optimized because teams have riot always vigorously pushed
this approach. There are still questions regarding the composition
of a team and its relationship to its parent institute. Some of
the questions which should be answered are:
a) What are the criteria which should be used for selecting
team members?
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b) What characterizes the efforts of a successful team?
c) What are the intra- and inter-organizational characteristics
of the QATeam institute that are conducive to a successful team?
d) Should a team specialize in a specific area of biomedical
research and type of technical solution?
e) What priority do the following listed functions have with
respect to each other in team activities?
. Locating biomedical problems.
. Solving biomedical problems.
Information services for the biomedical sector.
Educational services for the biomedical sector.
. Educational services for the industrial sector.
f) What relationship should exist between the teams and
federal agencies?
7) QATeam Prooram Accomplishments - The non o p timization of the
teams in achieving favorable cost/benefit transfers, transfers
which are new uses of aerospaces techniques developed for space
applications, or in support of them, and goals of 5 transfers
and 3 problem statements raise questions such as:
a) What conditions (constraints and lattitudes) are con-
ductive to the success of the EATeam program?
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. Level of funding - what are the criteria that will
establish an appropriate level of funding for each
team.
. Scope and identity of missions, objectives, and tasks
for the different elements of the program?
. Type of individuals implementing the various stages
of the programs?
. Level of delegation of responsibility and authority?
i
. Sponsorhip of the teams?
. Composition of field activities, regarding contacts with
field centers, user institutes, etc?
b) What communications techniques at various levels in the
program are most productive?
c) What structure should the program have?
d) What characterizes the type of aerospace technology that
results in a significant transfer to the biomedical sector?
f. Plans for the (text Quarter - For the next quarter the QSCP staff group
will:
1) Complete the report on the summer institute and submit it to
TUD by 1 Nlovember. One professional full tirle plus one full-time
secretary/clerk will be required for the period, Scptcmber and
October to put the report in final form by the target date.
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2) (dine monthly team reports will be analyzed and three monthly
briefings based on them will be prepared and presented to Director,
TUD at his convenience.
3) Final quarterly report for June - August will be revised and
` I	 completed. A craft for the period, September-November will be
commenced for submission to TUD in December.
4) On September 8, 1969, a BSCP representative will plan to attend
the Interagency Utilization Group (IUG) meeting at the National
Institute for Mental Health (IIIIIH) to hear Dr. Everett Rogers,
Professor, Communications Arts, Michigan State University speak
on the topic, "Strategies of Research Utilization or lio ►-r to Get
Research Utilized."
5) In October BSCP will plan to attend a joint meeting at IITRI,
Chicago, Ill., of team representatives, Technology Utilization
Officers, and NASA to discuss the BATeam program.
6) BSCP will review an SwRI proposal and draft for a new contract
year, and, review quarterlies which all three teams will be submitting.
Concients and recommendations will be provided to TUD.
The above tasks, 1 through 6, will absorb the professional and
secretarial time available through the contract period Septei-iiber -
November, 1969.
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API'I:NDl X A
1 NASA Field Installation
and the
} Technol.ogy Utilization Officers
Mio Serve Them
Biomedical Application Teams may address problem statements to one
or more of the following listed activities.
Technology Utilization Officer
Itern Code . and Instal lation he serves
1. Mr. George Edwards
AIZC AMF.S RESEARCH CENTER
Mail Stop N-240-2
Moffett field
Mountain View,	 California	 94035
A/C 415 961-1111 Ext. 	 2301
2. Mr.	 Frederic A.	 Iiills
ERC ELECT ►ZONICS RESEARCH CENTER
575 Technology Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts	 02139
A/C 617 494 -2303
3. Mr. Clinton T. Johnson
} FRC FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
Dox 273
#	 : Edwards,	 California	 9352.3
A/C 805 258-3311	 Ext.	 500
4. Mr. Kenneth Jacobs
GSFC GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Code 206
Greenbelt, Maryland	 20771
A/C 301 474-6242
5. Mr.	 John H.
	
Drane
NaPO NASA PASADENA OFFICE
	 (JPL)
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena,	 California	 91103
{
A/C 213 354-6420
Code
KSC
La RC
C
RC
MSC
MSFC
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6.
7.
Technology Utilization Officer
and l w-;tallation he serves
Mr. James 0. llarrell
JOIN F. KENPEDY SPACE CENTER
Codc Al-PA'r
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 3281
A/C 305 867-2541
Mr. John Samos
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTI.R
Langley Station
Hampton, Virginia 23365
A/C 703 722-7961 Ext. 3281
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Mr. Paul Foster
LEWIS RESEARCIi CENTER
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
A/C 21G 433-6832
Mr. John T. Sheeler
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
Code DM-7
Houston, Texas 77001
A/C 713 483-3809
Mr. James Wiggins
GEO. C. MrRSI1ALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER.
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
A/C 205 07G-1514
Mr. Sam Snyder
SNPO	 SPACE NUCLEAR PROPULSION OFFICE
Technology Utilization Branch
Mail Stop F-309/U.S. AEC Bldg.
Germanto%•.rn, Maryland 20545
A/C 301 973-3354
Mr. J. Chris Floyd
Wa]_lops	 WALLOPS S'T'ATION
Bldg. E-108
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337
A/C 703 VA4-3411 Ext. 536
C)
l•
I
	
_g7_
NASA contractor (s) who may with approval of 14ASA participate in
t	
suggesting solutions to l)roblem Statements.
Mr.  Lori Sauer
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4600 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103
[-flw
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Appendix It
Rey s.^d lti ^ ►edical A})nl is^tjon Tenn i:e ortApZ	 ct'ur^t
	
1.	 Monthly Report -clue by 5th of each calendar wonth
A. Activity Sunm!ary for month, giving number of:
I
. New probl ia1115 accepted	 .
. Problems rejected
•	 I'rol ► lcm abstracts arepared
Computer searches initiated
Visits to user institutions
	
•	 Contact's with NASA Field Centers
I
Transfers acco;npli shed
B. I;rief summaries of problems rejected -- reason:: for rejection
I-	 C. Problem Abstracts
l).	 Trans: fer W: i tc - ups
I•:. Comhut:er S CarCh E'val.uation Reports 	 •
Other Activities — to include "near transfers" and efforts to
achieve self-supporting status
INCLUDED IN SUMM ISS TON TO n1l) ONLY:
C. Cost/Manpower Data
1. Project Cost Summary - NASA Form 5331)
I2. Team Effort B rCal'1CUt
11. Suinwry of Management Level. Communications with User Institutions,
problems encountered with users, and other observations for in-house
distribution only.
11. Quarterly Report - due 15 days following each quarter.
A. Sutnm^^r.y of Overall Activity, lictliodol.ogy, Interlaces
r
B. Problem Status Sunntary
1. Transfers
j	 2. Problem; Inactivated - with reasons
_	 3. Activc Problems - Status
l	 4	 Active Abstrr.cts - Status
C. Symposia, Professional Iieetilles Attended cnd Papers Presented
_	 -- ,r --
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I1). Commercial Product and/or Application Engineering Activity
Resulting frcmi Team Operations
i
E. Significimit Conclusions Regarding Transfcr Process, t•ieihodology
I ,	 rcc ific I'l:► ns for Followini; Quarter
I	 ,
III.	 Annual Report
A. Si ninary of Overall Activity, Methodology, Interfaces
B. Transfer Sunniaries
C. Problem Status. 'Summiries
I	 ll, Summary of Computer Search Evaluations
I E, Smamary Commercial Product and/car Al')plication Engineering ActivityI Resulting from Team Operations
F. Conclusions or Insights Gained Regarding Transfcr Process, Methodology
I
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Appendix D
Definition of a Transfer
):eferencc: Meeting April 7-8, 1909 Washington, U.C. among representatives
of the TecainoloFy Utilization Division, NASA, the three Biomedical Application
Teams, the Biological Sciences COIIU11Unicatinil Protect, C.W.U.
The technical coordinator, TUP has stated the definition of a transfer as:
"The utilization of aerospace related technology for a
purpose other than that for which originally developed."
An annotated list "Criteria Applicable to Biomedical Technology Transf.crs,",
which  is attached, accompanied the promulgation cf the above definition to the
teams.
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